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Senator Silent spectacle
discusses
student
concerns

Department
gets $175,000
study grant

By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
State Sen. Dan McCorquodale
addressed a group of 22 students y es
terday on campus during a campaign
speech.
His speech. held at noon in the
Student Union Umunhum Room, was
sponsored by the Campus Democrats.
MeCorquodale, D-San Jose is
seeking re-election for the 12th district
senatorial seat. His opponent is Tom
Legan. Santa Clara County supervisor
McCorquodale spoke about toxics, child care and funding or higher
education.
And during a question and answer
session, he addressed state insurance
reforms, state national guard troops in
Central America. Rose Bird and the
English -only initiative.
’I ant not supporting Proposition
65, the toxic’, irlliiaiise But I think we
still need to do .1 lot of work to get
clean water in the state, the senator
said.
He said he has worked on many
issues dealing with toxic storage and
empowering ci ’only water quality control boards.
If he were to support the toxic
native, it would look as if he were dc
sening his allies in these tights tor
tighter controls, MeCorqumlale said

By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Department of Health
Si nce has placed itself and the unis ersity on the map outside of San Jose
receo mg a grant awarded to only
six schools in the nation
"It is evidence ill the quality of
our program... said William Washington. program director of the department. "We have demonstrated to
other academic schools and to the
community. our progressiseness in
dealing with health." he said
"We are just delighted." said
Helen Ross. SJSU chairwoman of the
Department of Health Services. "It
was a highly, highly competitive grant
to receive.’’
The grant is provided by the Multicultural Health Promotion Protect. a
$ 150.000 federal grant program ol the
ill)ice 01 Minority Health of the I S
i11,1111th
,e,
and Human Services DepanIt will provide 5175.000 toward
establishing a multicultural health proet
the San Jose community. Ross

John Duus Daily staff photographer
Barbara Liu catches the attention of passers-by as
she stands stiff in a Jesse() primer painted outfit
outside the Student 1,!nion. Liu receives a lot or at-

Local assemblyman
campaigns on campus
By Steve Pipe
Daily staff writer
The campaign flight of Ernest
Konnyu. candidate for the 12th Congressional District, touched down on a
friendly campus runway yesterday.
Konnyu. R -San Jose. a 49-yearold three-term state assemblyman.

Ernie Konnyu
. . . candidate for Congress
spoke to about 20 members of the
SJSU College Republicans in the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Portraying himself as a fiscal conservative, Konnyu attacked the position of his Democratic opponent,
Lance Well, a 31 -year-old Cupertino
attorney.
"He (Weil) wants to increase
taxes. taking away your opportunity
for greater prosperity," Konnyu said.

t

Only six out of 135 applicants
trom throughout the country received
grants, she said.
The Community Organization
and Occupational Health will he a
graduate program working to bring together community
organitations,
agencies, health professionals and citizens to mprose the health of minorities. Ross said.
Ross said she was the principle
investigator in drawing up plans for
the project and Washington will be the
co-director when it gets under way in
January.
"There were several good reasons we got the award." Washington
said.
In presenting their proposal for
the research project. Ross and Washington. and other key personnel engaged in the project, were able to demonstrate coordination for hetter health
care in a large geographical area would
he provided if the grant was received.
"We also showed evidence that
SJSU will he more closely involved
See GRANT, back page

No problems yet
from lot closure

Another reason he will not sty
port the initiative is because "cm.,
and counties are great polluters and 1;
you exempt them from the
y iii
chances are pretty slim (il cleaning up
the water supply
he said.
Concerning child care. McCorqu
odale said the increase in the number
of the state’s working mothers has
caused a great need for child care .
He supported a hill. defeated in
the Legislature. that would have given
$5 million to state campus child care
"I know we don’t have all the answers for child care, but we are
looking for more funding and stricter
licensing,’’the senator said.
McConmodale is also opposed to
Proposition 63 -- the English-language initiative.
He said the initiative will not
have much of an effect on the state and
that it does not deal with the problem.

s

"He wants to send mime rii the Marxist regime in Nicaragua. 1 oppose the
retention of (CalitOrnia Chief Justice)
Rose Bird lie clearly supports her.
Weil could not he reached for
comment, hut in an earlier interview
said Konnyu is too conservative for the
district.
"I consider Ernie to be a fringe
candidate, one who is too extreme for
the area he wants to represent." Well
said.
Weil has also suggested that one
reason Konnyu has been in New York
and Los Angeles in recent weeks is
that he has been having trouble raising
money locally.
The 12th District position was vacated when Ed Zschau decided to run
for the U.S. Senate against Alan
Cranston.
The district is located in the heart
of Silicon Valley. taking in Palo Alto.
Cupertino. Sunnyvale. Hillsborough.
Atherton and Woodside to the north,
and Saratoga. Monte Sereno and pan
of Los Gatos further south
Konnyu said one (i) his proudest
accomplishments in the Assembly was
the passage of his workfare hill, signed
by Gov. George Deukmejian in 19145.
which requires that able-bodied welfare recipients work or receive job
training in return for their welfare
checks.
Konnyu was also a prime mot, et
in introducing legislation that require,
a $50 entrance fee at state community
colleges.

tention as she stares into the Roost and Pub area.
Her vantage point gives her a chance to practice
performance art spiced with experimentation.

By Day id Rickard
Daily staff writer
It is too early to tell it Monda
closure of four campus parking lots,
totaling nearly 400 spots, will have
any noticeable effect on the overall
parking situation, according to the
SJSU police chiel
Lew Schatt, University Police
Department chief, said he was pleasantly surprised that the elimination of
the spots to clear the way for two
major construction projects didn’t result in any major traffic snarls.
"They haven’t been closed long
enough to tell." he said. "But I’ve not
noticed. nor have I heard of any problem, v,1 "
I .,is 7. 9 and I 1, which accom

modated about 2, cars, were closed
Sunday night to allow work to begin
on the $20 I million Student Union
Recreation and Events Center at the
comer of East San Carlos and Seventh
streets.
Another NI spaces were lost when
Lot .3. between the Engineering and
Administration buildings, was fenced
off to begin the 5314 million renovation
of the Engineering Building.
Henry ()Mach. SJSU director of
Traffic and Parking Operations, said
earlier he felt that closure of the lots,
which were used primarily by employees. disabled and night students, might
have a ’’domino effect."’ with students
using the three campus parking gaSee PARKING, back page

Talk-show host keeps crowd on edge
By Amy I. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
Wally George hardly left a po
lineal stone unturned as he presented
his stews to an enthusiastic audience
of about 170 Tuesday night in the
Student Union Ballroom.
George criticized. joked and
complimented various people and
topics ranging from Ronald Reagan
to Moammar Gadhali and from homosexuality to welfare
He assailed political figures.
homosexuals and liberal ideals as the
conservative audience yelled and applauded with approval.
George’s appearance. however,
resulted in a $1.000 loss or the Associated Students Program Board
which sponsored the event. said
Verda Alexander, program board director.
Low ticket prices may have
been at fault, Alexander said.
"We tried to set the price as
low as possible for the students to attend, and that hurt us." Alexander
said. "You want to make money.
hut it’s hard to find a good balance
between the two."
Tickets cost $3 for students and
$4 for general admission in advance.
and $5 for students and $6 for general admission at the door.
"We were expecting to at least
break even." Alexander said. She
said Georges agents. Kepplers Associates. Inc., sent promotional
material too late for the hoard to give
the event much publicity.
Members of the audience said
they enjoyed George’s speech.
’I’m a big Inn of ( George ).’

Kenneth K Lam Daily staff photographer
1 ally George offers his conservative doctrine to a crowd of about 170 in the Student Union Ballroom
SJSU student Gary (aim said. "I
think he has good views."
Lum. an advertising sophomore, said he liked George’s show,
"Hot Seat." and added that
George’s campus appearance was
"vintage Wally
George, a controversial TV
talk -show host, spoke for about an
hour on different topics. calling public figures "freakos" and "wimps."
and referring to San Francisco as
"Sin Fran -sissy," while the audience cheered.

"These liberals are always crying freedom of speech." George
said. "But they only want that freedom for people who believe the
same way they do."
Although there are conservative
talk -show hosts in radio. George
said he’s the only one on television.
"The liberal news media is
slanted to the left .
that is constantly tearing down this country,
constantly undermining and undercutting the president of the United

States," George said. "I say it’s a
disgrace and we need more conservatives in the news media."
George said some people like
him while others don’t.
"Gays don’t like me at all."
George said. "They say that homosexuality is normal . . . it is a per.
version."
Although George termed Lyndon LaRouche a "terrible, terrible
fanatic." he said he’s in favor of the
See WALLY. hack page
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Rehnquist won’t uphold civil rights
Monday marked the beginning ol the Rehnquist era lin
the U.S. Supreme Court
There are reasons for concern about what effect this
court will have on the lives of the American people.
William H. Rehnquist’s interpretation of civil rights issues and of the First Amendment is very conservative.
Like the president. Rehnquist is a proponent of judicial
restraint and of restricted federal powers, lie strongly supports states’ nghts.
Rehnquist rejects the concept that the reason the Constitution pros ides toy an independent court and a system (il
checks and balances is so
the court can override popularly elected laws if they
contradict the Constitution’s intent. He also does not accept
the precedent that the 14th Amendment makes the Bill of
Rights applicable to states
In 1964, Congress passed landmark minority civil
rights legislation
Rehnquist was in private practice in Phoenix then.
When the city council passed a public accommodations ordinance. Rehnquist wrote a local newspaper saying the law
would not correct "the source of the indignity to the
Negro." but would leave the "unwanted customer and the
disliked proprietor . . glowering at leach other) across the
lunch counter."
"It is. I believe, impossible to justify the sacrifice of
tin a purpose such as
even a portion of our historic freed
this,’ he wrote.
extends hack to
Amendment
His disregard for the First
the late ’60s. As an assistant attorney general under Nixon,
he believed anti -war protesters endangered the nation.
Alter mass arrests (il demonstrators in Washington in
May 1971. he justified the suspension of First Amendment
to prorights, saying. "(11he authority of the nation .
tect itself against actual violence or a real threat ol violence
is held to outweigh the nonnal right of any individual
.
Other areas of the law in which Rehnquist has indicated he hopes to effect changes are weakening the exclusionary rule, which requires police to gain evidence through
legal means, and tax deductions for church -related schools.
As George Lardner Jr. wrote this July in The Washington Post. "When Ronald Reagan was still a Democrat. Bill
.
Rehnquist was Bill Rehnquist .
He even complained of the weakening of "local law
enforcement" when third-degree methods and coerced confessions had not been ruled unconstitutional by the court.
Rehnquist also supports the death pentilts and opposes

Opinion

r

E. C.
Walters
abortion.
But the point is. regardless of the principles he espouses. the result of Rehnquist’s interpretation of the law is
the weak remain weak, the poor remain poor. the unrepresented remain unrepresented.
The single. most fundamental principle which has
made this country great is that "all nien are created equal."
or that all men have equal standing before the law. Under
the new chic) iistice vision of the law, individual equality
before the lass is not a high priority.
Rehnquist is clever enough to interpret the bases of
precedent cases in completely different ways from their
original intent. Because of this, Bob Woodward and Scott
Armstrong wrote in their hook, "The Brethren" that several justices. including John Paul Stevens. William Brennan
and Thurgood Marshall. have learned to review Rehnquist’s
decisions or deceptive interpretation.
"Polished, articulate opinions seemed cleverly, sometimes deceptively, to gloss over inconsistencies of logic or
fact," they wrote. "Slow even to correct an outright misstatement. Rehnquist still insisted on publishing an opinion
that twisted the facts.
Fortunately, seven members of the court kilt, %1 the new
chief justice’s beliefs. his strengths and his
The current court is a divided one. It is unlikely that it
will reach any major decision easily.
It remains to he seen how Rehnquist will use his new
powers and prestige and how the eight other lust lees will respond to his leadership.
Rehnquist is no longer "merely" an associate justice
on the highest court. He is now the chief justice of the
United States. He is a symbol of our nation’s system of justice.
We can only hope this enlarged responsibility will
cause the new chief justice to realite the court belongs to all
the people and not lust to the powers that he
got: us much to hope tor
Ills past

Letters to the Editor
Now in going hack to education, what is wrong in having bilingual education? A child who speaks Spanish should
Editor.
have the opportunity to learn a subject in the language in
There is much that I would like to respond to in "Keep which he/she is most fluent. so the child fully understands
preacher out of White House." thy Janet! Hall, Sept. 241
the subject, while learning English simultaneously.
front the fabricated, as well as ludicrous. conversation beToday, bilingual education is being threatened.
erroto
the
Gorbachev.
Mikhail
and
Robertson
Pat
tween
The minority drop-out rate is more than 50 percent in
neous suggestion that Robertson is "some sort of cult high schools and more than 10 percent in junior high
hero."
schools. Raising the California State University require
Then there is the misleading statement commending ments is a quick and easy way of overlooking a serious
our Founding Fathers for their separation of religion and problem. This unfortunately will not only hurt minorities,
politics.
hut even white students who come from a low %mimeoShould we mention that Pat Robertson received his nomic background. The quality of a public school which reJ.D. from Yale University Law School. and his subsequent sides in a low income community is much different from the
law practice before he left it for broadcasting. He is ((sunder quality of a public school which resides in a upper-class
and chancellor of CliN University located in Virginia community. This is something that should not be overBeach, Va. Add to this that he is a distinguished economist looked.
I have nothing against raising educational standards and theologian who has met with many heads ot state.
Hall seems to think his status as a pastor and evangelist I agree students need more preparation for higher education.
somehow disqualifies him from the right to run for public But when I see there is nothing being put into the schools.
office. Indeed this is a false charge, my friend.
only cutbacks on teachers and their salaries. school counselTerry Eastland, in an article called "In Defense of Re- ors, materials and closing down of schools. This is when I
ligious America (Commentary magatine. June 191(1)," begin to question the 1088 requirements and the effects it
will have on our future brothers and SISierS.
writes:
"The religious person can expect to he allowed a voice
Martha II. Boris
Senior
in matters of public policy He can expect that his religion
will not disqualify hint from speaking on political matters.
Psychology
and that if he offers a religious or ethical justification for his
position on a public issue. it will not he considered out of Open University story gets praise
the hounds of public discourse. The question here is ultima- Editor.
tely one of where you get your basic beliefs It. as Michael
Over the years, many complaints have been heard
Novak has written, we should be willing to let people get about the quality of reporting in the Spartan Daily. Many of
their politics from Gloria Steinem, then biblical or religious those complaints were justified.
values should he permissible in public debate."
However, when an article is well -written, not much
Debra Pereira note is taken. To redress the balance somewhat, please perSenior mit me to commend your reporter. Frank Michael Russell,
Nursing for his very finely written article on the Open University
program which appeared in the Spartan Daily on Thursday.
Writer finally receives redemption
Sept. 25. He reported on a complex issue with clarity and
Editor.
precision. My compliments to him and hest wishes for sucSince Jana Hall’s article on Pat Robertson ("Keep cess as a journalist.
getting nothing
preacher out of White House." Sept . 24
Robert J. Donovan
but criticism in your letters to the editor section. I would
Director
like to say, thank you Ms. Hall for a funny article that put
Open University Program
my
day.
in
laughs
some
Ibis true that Hall used some stereotypes that are inaccurate generalizations against Christians, hut she wasn’t applying those generalitations to all horn-again Christians or
evangelists, she is applying them specifically to Pat Robeoson. The article was funny because Robertson fits those
stereotypes. III were a Christian. I wouldn’t he worried that
people are making fun of Robertson. I’d he more concerned
that, since Robertson is the stereotypical Christian. he actually could he leading the growing prejudice against all bornagain Christians and evangelists.
Elaine Naomi LaJoie
Freshman
Physics

Robertson deserves a chance

Higher requirements questioned
Editor.
In responding to Brian Prentice’s letter on Oct. 6 regarding Rocky Barrera’s letter, I would like to comment on
a few statements Mr. Prentice made.
People don’t need to assimilate to the white dominant
society in order to "make it." American people are of many
colors and have as much of a right tithe here as anyone else.
It is not wrong to be an American and at the same time have
a cultural identity. Don’t look at it as two separate entities,
but rather as a combination of a person.

a
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Letters to the Editor
Columnist criticized for complaining
he was too harsh on the AsMr. Quintana was right
Editor*
sociated Students Program Board.
His article focused almost completely on the "hitching" of the program board and its two recent "miserable
failures." making them sound greedy and incompetent.
As I recall, there were mitigating circumstances in
each instance, circumstances that were duly reported in the
Daily. The over- IN restriction was a last-minute stipulation,
made after the hands had been scheduled and advertised
They were well-known local hands that usually play overIN venues.
Offering younger fans the opportunity to see them --at
higher non -student prices - makes good sense to me. The
Fact that they’ turned away as many people as they let in
showed that it would’ve worked. The Spin magazine concert suffered from last-minute scheduling difficulties that
the program hoard had absolutely no control over To blame
it for that is unlair.
Far Irom being incompetent. the program hoard hav
dealt very well with its setback and has had a few successes.
The free concerts have been well -attended as have the
Wednesday Night Cinemas. To begrudge it the same raise
that the A.S. got before the semester even started on the
basis of two disappointing concerts is a little extreme. It
anyone’s doing any unnecessary bitching. Mr. Quintana.
it’s you.
Kim Apathy
Senior
English

Regulate beer sales at SJSU games
Editor.
Congratulations to a wonderful effort by the many organizations involved in a most successful Homecoming
Week, plus a sensational win in Saturday’s football game
over Fresno State by the leant. It was a time and an event to
remember.
The only events that marred the celebration were those
caused again by alcohol abuse at SJSU football games. I
cannot believe that the beer concession is worth the increased security, the obnoxious friction in the stands, nor
the considerable insurance premium that SJSU must pay for
this questionable operation.
Stanford has outlawed the sale of alcoholic beverages
at its events and the contrast is noteworthy. I am told that at
Fresno State. there is a two-beer maximum sale per customer. Why is it that SJSU tacitly permits a contradictory
situation that is offensive and dangerous to students, their
families and friends, due to the abuse of the few?
The leaky counterarguments that individuals will sneak
alcohol into the games or drink heavily before entering the
stadium. At any rate, the discouragement factor of prohibiting alcohol is indisputable.
The point that needs to be addressed is this: We at
SJSU do not encourage those whose chemical abuse is
pathological to exhibit those tendencies at our community
events.
Are we in the SJSU community ready to stand by this
position or must more people be injured before we acknowledge the serious problem of a few individuals?
Stephen Speciale
Graduate Student
!Inman Performance

The
Sireets
or
San Jose

Beep beep

Heres

to you, here’s to me. here’s to us!
This is the motto all motorists should believe in and abide by on a daily basis. This is
the only way motorists will he able to survive while
they drive.
Anyone who believes in this motto will be one of
the few who will lower the rate of accidents and citations in California.
Drivers should abide by this attitude while driving on public roads. But they don’t. Is it because motorists get into their cars with the attitude they just
don’t care or is it because they just have too much on
their minds?
Attitudes have a lot to do with the way motorists
drive. There are many times a driver in a mad or depressed mood will get into a car and feel like driving
somewhere just to get away. Then again there are
times when a driver will catch himself daydreaming or
lost in a favorite song.
By not paying attention to the road, drivers and
others can be made the next traffic statistics.
Motorists don’t get into their cars with the
thought of driving safely. they get in thinking of
where they are going, plans for the day, work, school
or even a problem they may have.
Other drivers get involved in the music playing in
their ears and don’t pay attention to anything around
them. Ibis fine to enjoy music hut please pay attention
to the road too.
An aware and positive attitude is essential for
road saftey. Attitudes reflect a person’s way of thinking. feeling and acting toward other people, things and
hiniself. A technique used to change your attitude and
your behavior while driving is to change your negative
thoughts to positive.
Stress can he another factor causing motorists to
drive unsafely. There are drivers who break the law
because they are angry, frustrated. depressed or in
some other emotional state. Our total life experiences,
attitudes. thoughts and physical and mental state all
interact with other factors to determine feelings.
Laws are often broken (especially speeding) by
drivers who are in stressed, emotional states or in a
rush because they are late. This shows that time is a
major factor in driving. There are occasions when a
driver will get caught up living in the "fast lane" of
society. This not only causes laws to he broken but
also the "hurry sickness" to occur.
The "hurry sickness" constantly puts drivers
under pressure and never allows needed extra time.
There are so Mall% instances where circumstances
-like being late cause drivers to speed, run stop
signs or make illegal lane changes.
The solution to these problems is to get organized. Plan ahead, list the things you need to do, list
time factors, prioritize lists and delegate duties.
Remember, drivers are responsible for their lives
as well as others’. Everyday situations are weighed
and decisions are made. Everyone carries out their
own decisions and lives with the consequences or their
choices and the results. That is responsibility.
There are a lot of "driving pet peeves" we have
that cause stress which can be eliminated or at least
minimized. Some are: unnecessary use of high beams,
not signaling before turning, leaving signal light on
after turning and also drivers who spruce themselves
up while driving. These stress factors can he eliminated if people would he more aware and prepared
when they get into their cars.
Some stress factors are less likely to he eliminated hut drivers should still he aware. For example,
tailgaters, slow drivers, speeders, motorists who don’t
merge properly and cars with non-functioning brake
lights. The only way to survive with all of these factors against you is to BE AWARE. Don’t let these
"pet peeves" turn you into one of the thousands of
unsafe, careless drivers on the roads.
Be different. Be safe.
Jeni Uyeds is the assistant special assignment
editor. Editors’ Extra is an open forum for editors
who appear on a rotating basis every Tuesday and
Thursday.
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Still captive
Nicaragua withholds missing American’s whereabouts
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (API
-- The U.S. Embassy sought permission yesterday to see the American who survived when Sandinista
troops shot down a rebel supply
plane. hut Nicaraguan authorities
would not say where he was being
held.
Barricada, the Sandinista party
newspaper, said in the first account
of the capture that Eugene Hasenfus.
45. walked a mile through the jungle
after the C- 123 was shot down Sunday. It said an army patrol found
him in an abandoned shack, where
he had fashioned a hammock from
his parachute.
Capt. Rosa PaSOS , Who speaks
for the Defense Ministry . said the
American from Marinette. Wis..
was being questioned at a location
she refused to disclose.
Officials of the leftist Nicaraguan government stud three other
people were killed: two Americans
identified as pilot William J. Cooper
and co-pilot Wallace Blaine Sawyer

Jr.. and a third man who has not
been identified. The plane was hit by
missile fire and crashed into the jungle of southern Nicaragua.
Sandinista officials said cargo
found on the plant indicate it was
part of a CIA operation to supply
U.S.-hacked rebels who have been
fighting the government of President
Daniel Ortega for 4 1/:, years. They
said the Americans were U.S. military advisers from El Salvador.
President Reagan and other
U.S. officials deny that the plane or
the men were connected with the
American government.
Alberto Fernandez. spokesman
I or the U S. Embassy said the cm as waiting tor a response to
Iwo diplomatic notes to the Foreign
Ministry requesting consular access
to Hasenfus and the quick return of
the bodies of the Americans to their
Hasenfus is belie% eil to be the
first American captured in the war

against the C’ontra rebels, which
began in 19142.
He appeared briefly at a news
conference this week but Was led
away after he gave his name and
hometown and said he was captured
Monday in southern Nicaragua.
Yesterday’s edition of Barricada carried a full -page photograph
of Hasenfus being led through the
jungle by a rope tied around his
hands.
Lt. Col Roberto Calderon.
chief of the southern military district, said the government was considering whether to put Hasenfus on
trial He did not cite speciiic
charges.
He said the plane carried 60 Sotto -made automatic rifles. 1(111(1111)
rounds of ammunition and other military equipment. Documents found
at the crash site showed the Americans were "members of the United
States military advisory: group in El
Salvador, and they are identified as
ads isers,’ ’ Calderon said.

Senate denies jailed judge’s trial bid
W’ASIIINGTUN I AP)
The Senate voted ycsicitlat
against allow iiii a lull -dress impeachment trial for !limy 11
Claiborne. oro% okin)2 the ledge’s lawyer to mount a lull court press it, eel Ille tleCislon reversed.
After 2
Iwur. ol Ii ’sect
debate, the senators
voted 61 12 tor a motion by Maionty Leader Bob Dole, R Kan.. that no kk anesses he -gun:muted to the Senate chamber as the Net ;Ida edge had requested.
The t me. a setback ti ir the cons sled tax es ader. appeared to clear the kk IIS I or deliberations today on lour ant des ill impeachment toted against Claiborne by the I louse.
Dole said he expected % tile on conviction to follow
A two-thirds ow on any article would make Claiborne
the lii th lederal official in the nation’s history to he removed trom oll ice in a Senate impeachment trial. All have

been Ridges
Shortly titter the Senate tote. Claiborne attorney Oscar
Goodman appeared at the federal courthouse three blocks
Irons the Capitol to Me a suit seeking a lull -blown Senate
trial.
The complaint said Claiborne seeks the injunctions to
guarantee the judge "a lull and fair impeachment trial as
mandated by the United States Constitution . . .
In the suit. Claiborne said he has been denied his right
to due process of law, the el leciise assistance of counsel
and the right 10 confront his acvll
.
’We’re
seeking the type 01 trial that was contemplated in the Constitution
. a lull trial in front of the Senate.’ ’ I oodman told reporters at the courthouse. "The vote
depri, us t that."
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Reagan wants to hold line
on ’Star Wars,’ aide says
Soviets will be asked to reduce Asian missiles
WASHINGTON I AP)
President Reagan intends to stand firm on
his "Star Wars- plan and urge an 80pervent slash in Soviet nuclear missiles
in Asia at his meeting with Mikhail S.
Gorbachet in Iceland. an administration official said yesterday.
If the Soviet leader agrees to
make concessiom on the missiles,
Reagan and Gorbachev probably will
emerge from their session in Reykjavik this weekend with tramework for
a treaty to sharply reduce U.S. and Soviet nuclear missiles in Europe. the official said.
Also, the president and the general secretary are likely to set a date for
a full-scale summit meeting in Washington in December, said the official,
who demanded auttutny mit), .
But Reagan does not intend to nei,otiatit w ith Gorbachev about the U.S.
Strategic Defense Initiatite, known
popularly as Star Wills, and he is not
expected to make much headway with
the Soviet leader toward reducing
long-range t !.S. and Sun’ ie.’ nuclear
Weitpl/Ils
’[he State Department advised the
president to seek a compromise with
Got bat-het on their stews of the 1972
Still Baths’’, Missile Treaty. the official said. 1,111 Reagan rejected the ad% ue
Hie 111M treaty strictly limited
I 14 and So% lei radar sy stems and
other di:lenses against missiles to
lessen Lliaikes il ntii:lear is at ( ;OitaReagan in a leiter last
month to promise to keep the treaty
alive tor up to 15
The Suit jets contend the accord

prohibited the testing and deployment
on Star Wars nuclear and other futuristic devices in space. Reagan, on the
other hand, proposed to Gorbachev in
a July letter that the two countries proceed with anti -missile defenses in 7 1/2
years.
The State Department saw a basis
for a compromise between the two positions. hut other U.S. agencies persuaded the president that the two

On arms control
issues, the two sides
appear to be closest on
reducing their
intermediate -range
nuclear missiles.
stands were in conflict, the official
said.
Reagan met with his senior advisers Tuesday at the White House and
reaffirmed his intention to ask Gorbachev lor better treatment of dissidents
and other Soviet citizens.
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz said yesterday that Reagan
would look Gorbachet "in the eye’’
and warn him that without a better
human rights atmosphere in the Soviet
Union. there would he no lasting improvement in U.S.-Soviet relations.

"I’m sure he’s going U, do that,"
Shultz told about 100 Jewish leaders at
the Slate Department
Morris B Abram. chairman of
the National Conference on Soviet
Jewry, said the organization had provided the names of 11.000 "refuseniks" denied permission to emigrate
and a shorter list ol "prisoners of conSCIenCe . On arms control issues, the two
sides appear to be closest on reducing
their intermediate -range nuclear missiles.
Reagan last month authorized
U.S. negotiator Max M. Kampelman
to seek an interim agreement providing
deep reductions instead of eliminating
the missiles entirely, as the president
initially proposed.
The Soviets have 270 SS-20 missiles, with 810 warheads, aimed at
Western Europe and another 171 of the
mobile nuclear weapons on their Asian
temtory, targeting China. Japan and
other Asian countries.
The United States, meanwhile,
has deployed 108 Pershing 2 missiles
in West Germany and 12 cruise
launchers. with 128 warheads. in Britain, Italy and Belgium. All are aimed
at the Soviet Union.
Reagan will discuss with Gorbachev a potential agreement limiting
each side to 200 warheads, with the
Soviets held to 100 missiles in Europe
and the other 100 in Asia, the official
said.
This would require the Soviets to
slash their Asian force by about 80
percent, which is viewed as a major
obstacle loan accord.

Big quake to strike Southland, geologist says
LOS AN( idl.fiS (
The
section of Calitornia’s San Andreas
Fault that stretches from San Bernardino through Palm Springs now appears to he the likeliest segment to
cause a disastrous earthquake, a geologist said yesterday
Recent research suggests great
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quakes measuring 8.0 or more on the ’nerve-wracking.’’
Richter scale rock the so-called Indio
Sieh. who is widely recognized
segment of the fault roughly every 250 among California geologists for his piy eats.
oneering research in earthquake preAnd it has been about 300 vears diction, didn’t say w hen such a disassince the last such temblor. said Kerry trous temblor might occur.
Sieh. a geology prolessor at the CaliThe geologist’s work on the San
fornia Institute of Technology in Pasa- Andreas’ Mivat e segment, which
dena.
stretches from Tcion Pass northwest of
The 5.9 -magnitude July S quake Los Angeles to Cajon Pass near San
that caused 56 million in damage and Bernardino, led hint previously to
injured 29 people in the Palm Springs forecast at least a 50 percent chance of
area "could have been a toreshock to a a great quake on that segment during
ereat quake." a possibilitv he called the nest st) t ears

Spartaguide
SJSU Ski Club will hold sign -tips
for the Steamboat Springs trip it ,day in
front of the Student Union. Call Gene
Baker at 295-4505 IM information.
The SJSU Symphony Orchestra
auditions for all instruments will he
held by appointment today at the
Music Department. Call Robert Sayre
ai 277-2917 or 277-29(15 for information.
The Human Resource Administration Club will hokl an Open House
at 11 a.m. !Isla) in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. Call Denise Romano at 297-7393 for information.
SJSU Student Health Service will
hold a seminar on nutrition and cancer
prevention at noon tixlay in the Health
Building, Rcioni 208. Call Oscar Battle at 277-3622 lOr inlOrmation.
The Re -Entry Advisory Program
is holding a Brown Bag Lunch with
the topic "Developing Test -Taking
M.111.... at noon today in the Student
intim Pacheco Room. Call 277-2005
for information.
The German Club wilt hold a
meeting and Oktoberfest at 12:30 p.m.
today in Sweeney Hall, RINtIll 411.
Call Steve /lawn at 294-3736 tor information.
Career Planning and Placement is
holding "Field Work Preparation.- at
2:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. Call Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2722 for information.
The ASPIRE Student Association
will hold a "Don’t Burn Out Now"
club meeting at 2:30 p.m. today at
Wahlquist Library Central, Room 218.
Call Leo at 277-3554 for information.
The Department of Math and
Computer Science will present "Nonmonotonic Reasoning," with Stanford’s John MacCarthy, at 4 p.m.
today in MacQuarrie Hall, Room 324.
Call Samih Obaid at 277-2417 for information.

Associated
Students
Leisure
Services is holding sign-ups Mr an Intramural Soccer Tournament from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. today through Oct. 20
at the A.S. Leisure Services off ice
next to the Pub. Call Deane 1.amont at
277-2858 for information.
The Asian Business League v -ill
have an officers meeting at 5:30 pits
today in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. New members are welcome to
attend. Call Mike Pandit at 2311-5521
for information.
The SJSU Karate Club is having a
workout at 7 p.m. tonight in the Spartan Complex. Room 75. Call Debby at
275-9817 for information.
The Newman Community Center
will hold a talk entitled "Why Be
Cathlolic’?" at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the
Newman Community Center. Tenth
and San Carlos streets. Call Bob Leger
298-02114 for information.
The SJSU Theater Arts Department is sponsoring a professional critics seminar at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Studio Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall.
Drama critics Judith Green from the
San Jose Mercury News and John McClintock from the Peninsula Times
Tribune will be the featured guest
speakers.
The Sun Jose State Folkdancers
will sponsor an international ethnic
dance and "Balkaerobics" at 8 p.m.
tomorrow at the SJSU Women’s Gym.
Call Eser Ayanoglu at (415) 725-0277
or 856-2093 for information.
The Theater Arts Department is
holding free Tat Chi classes at 8:30
a.m. every Friday in the Studio
Theatre. Hugh Gillis Hall. Call 2772763 for information.
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As part of the Physics Lecture Series. Joe Becker ot SJSU will talk
about the use ol semiconductor lasers
at 4 p.m. today in the Science Building, Room 2514.
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SJSU opens Pacific Soccer play after 5 -day layoff
By Len Gutman
Daily stall writer
The Spartan soccer team opens
its Pacific Soccer Conference season
Saturday at St. Mary’s College in
Moraga.
SJSU is coining off a weekend
road trip to Southern California,
where the team heal UC-Santa Barbara on Friday and lost to UC-Irvine
on Sunday .
Both were PCAA matches,
bringing the Spartans’ record in that
conference to 2-2. Overall, the Spartans are 4-4-3.
SJSU had a much -needed rest
this week. Menendez said he hopes
the five-day rest will enable his team
tit he at full strength Saturday.
The Spartans might he without
the services of starters R lcIi Rollins
and Allen Picchi. Rollins is out with
a strained ankle, and Picchi hurt his
knee and ankle when he was taken
down from behind against Irvine.
"I think it (the rest) will help,"
Menendez said. "Maybe Rollins
and Picchi will be able to come
hack
II Picchi and Rtillins don’t play
Saturday, Menendez v. ill have to replace them with players who haven’t
played much this season.
"I’ll probably he looking at
guys like Brian Khone, Jerry Montgomery and Pablo Dillon." Menendez said.
The lack Ili injuries this season
has enabled Menendez to play the
same guys, and the rest ot the team
has sat on the bench.
The bench could play an important role the rest of the season for the
Spartans. The team has some tough
games coming up, one after another.
In the next 16 days, SJSU plays
St. Mary’s, BYU. Fresno State,
USF and Cal
The only substantial break is
six days between Fresno and USE’.
hut both are road games for SJSU.
Beating St. Mary’s would he
the first step for the Spartans if they
have any hopes of getting to the
NCAA playoffs.
The only PCAA match left for
SJSU is the Fresno State match -up
Wednesday. a game that is also a
PSC contest.
Fresno State and SJSU are the
only PCAA teams that are in the
PSC, a league formed a few years
back for geographical reasons.
Spartan soccer coach Julie Menendez said the league was formed

Alan Dep Daily stall

photographer

SJSU midfielder Nick Itotteveel. #16. and the rest of the Spartans hope they will not fall in their PCS opener against St. Mary’s on Saturday
before SJSU entered the PCAA.
SJSU and Fresno State decided to
stay in both leagues.
"When we got into the PCAA
we didn’t want to drop that (PSC)."
Menendez said. "It gives us gots]
scheduling and it’s very close."
The other teams in the PS(’ are
Stanford. California. USE’ and Santa
Clara.
With PCAA title hopes eliminated, the Spanans are hoping to
make a strong showing in the much
tougher PSC, and grab a spot in the
NCAA playoffs in November.
"In order to get one of those
spots I think a team would have to
heat USE. Fresno State and Cal, and
not lose very many more," Menendez said.
That won’t he an easy task. All
three teams are, or have been, nationally ranked this y ear.
The winner ol the PCAA gets

an automatic bid to the NCAA play oils. hut the winner of the PSC does
not
"There is an NCAA rule (stating a league) has to he a recognized
conference in four sports to get an
automatic hid," Menendez explained.
However, a couple of the teams
in the NC will most likely get bids,
even if they don’t get an automatic
hid.
Here’s a rundown on the NC:
St. Mary’s
The Gaels are 5-6-1 on the season, 0-0-1 in the NC.
On Tuesday they played to a 33 tie against Santa Clara, the only
PSC game played so far by any of
the teams in the conference.
St. Mary’s is paced by leading
scorer Dave Bristol, who has three
goals and three assists

"They’ve been off and on during their season," Menendez said.
"They heat Cal State Los Angeles,
and then turned around and lost, 4-1,
to Fullerton."
The Gaels are coached by Bob
Martin.
Fresno State
The Bulldogs are 6-2-1 for the
season, 2-0 in the PCAA. They play
their first PSC game today against
USF in San Francisco.
Coach Jose Elgorriaga, 1985
Far West Coach of the Year, has
helped his team get to the NCAA
playoffs three out of the last four
years.
This season Fresno State is
ranked 16th in the nation, tied with
St. Louis University.
On Sunday the Bulldogs tied
top-ranked UCLA, I -I.
They are led by Femi Olukanni,
a Nigerian player, who has five

goals and one assist so far this season.
101ukanni’st not going to he
able to pl.is against ’SE." Menendez said.
He was given a red card against
UCLA. a penalty which will force
him to sit out the USE contest.
"That’s going to put Fresno
State at a tremendous disadvantage
(against USF)," Menendez said.
The Bulldogs are the likely candidates to win the PCAA title, so
even if they lose to INF, they will
probably get a hid to the NCAA
playoffs through the PCAA.
University of San Francisco
The 10th -ranked Dons head
into PSC play today against Fresno
State. They have a record of 8-1-3
overall, losing only to St. Louis University, I-0.

Coach Tollner not satisfied
with Southern Cal’s 4-0 start
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The
Southern Cal Trojans have a perfect
record and are ranked ninth nationally,
but Coach Ted Tollner says they’re far
from satisified.
"We continue to be a hungry
team." Tollner said Tuesday at his
weekly meeting with reporters. "Now
we have to find a way to beat Washington State up there (in Pullman,
Wash.).
Although the Trojans have a 44)
record and are 2-0 in Pacific -10 play,
they have basis for dissatisfaction.
They have yet to play consistently
well for a full game, and each of their
contests has been up for grabs in the
final quarter.
Last Saturday, they dominated
the first half against Oregon, building
a 35-7 lead by the intermission.
But the Ducks, helped by five
Trojan fumbles, outscored Southern
Cal 14-0 in the second half and missed
a couple of other opportunities to make
the game even closer.
"We played perhaps our hest hall
of football since I’ve been here in the
first half." said Tollner, in his fourth
year as the Southern Cal coach. "But
then we hacked it up with what may
have been the worst.
’It was probably good for
us . . We learned that if we don’t
play with intensity all the time, we’re
just another football team.
"If we concentrate and are focused the entire time, we can he a very
good football team.’
Tollner said that, since the Trojan
players seemed to take the second -half
letdown against Oregon as hard as they
might a defeat. he tried to convince
them that they should he happy because It was, after all, a victory.
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’But they didn’t really hily it.
he said with a grin, "and I liked that,"
Assessing the 37-2 I s ciory.
Tollner said the lost tumbles
spread
among four different players -- were
the only real breakdown by his club in
the second half.
He complimented the play of
quarterback Rodney Peete. running

hack Aaron Emanuel. linebackers Rex
Moore and Marcus Cotton. and offensive guard Jeff Bregel. among others.
The performance by Emanuel,
who averaged 8.5 yards per carry as he
rushed for 144 yards and two touchdowns, marked the first time this season that the Trojan running game has
been really elleciRe
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They have only given up one
other goal this season, outscoring
their opponents, 23-2. The USF
goalkeeper has 10 shutouts.
Of the team’s three ties, two
have been scoreless matches against
UCLA and Akron. UNLV tied the
Dons, I -I.
Menendez said he feels USF is
the favorite right now to win the
PSC. especially with Olukanni out
for the Bulldogs in today’s match.
The Dons are led in scoring by
Marco Lucchetta, with six goals and
two assists.
Don coach Steve Megoesco is
the winningest coach in NCAA soccer history, compiling a record of
388-59-4(1.
California
The Golden Bears are better at
soccer than they are at football, with
a record of 9-2-I on the season.
They have been ranked as high
as eighth in the nation, hut are currently not in the Top Twenty after
losing to UCLA and tying Washington.
Cal is led in scoring by Mike
Deleray, who has nine goals and
four assists on the season.
Coach Bill Coupe is in his fifth
year at Cal. The Bears open their
PSC’ season Oct. 22 against Santa
Clara.
Santa Clara
The Broncos are 3-5-2 on the
season 0-0-1 in the PSC.
Greg Troupe, who attended
Bellermine High School. leads the
Broncos in scoring with three goals
and two assists.
Santa Clara first -year coach
Steve Sampson, who was an assistant coach at UCLA before taking
over at Santa Clara, played under
Menendez at SJSU in 1977 and ’78.
"They (the Broncos) seem to
be getting better. The coach is doing
a good job with them," Menendez
said.
Stanford
The Cardinal is 5-5-2 on the
season, and is led in scoring by Juan
Garcia, who has two goals and one
assist.
"Stanford has a young team.
Their hest player is a guy by the
name of Pat Sheehy," Menendez
said.
Sheehy played at St. Francis
High School, and was a teammate of
SJSU’s Picchi,
The Cardinal opens up PSC
play Oct. 15 against St. Mary’s.

ily

ap(MIO ,
SJSU plays Colorado State
to open Stanford tourney
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5.151 ’s Christa ’001, show ii here in a earlier y ictory over Stanford, vv ill try to help her leant win in Palo Alto

Karin I.. Smart
Daily staff writer
The 12.1 SJSU solleyball team will meet the Colorado
State Rants at II tonight in the first round of the Stanford’
Josten’s Invitational Tournament in Maples Pavillion.
Following two sictories over PCAA opponents Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo and Fresno State. SJSU carries a 4-I
conference record to the Farm.
Host Stanford and Illinois State round out the lield and
will play at 6 p iii
The winners 01 tonight’s games will face each other for
the championship tomorrow.
The Rants are 16-2 hut hasen’t yet begun play in the
High Country Athletic Conference, where they are two-time
defending champions
The Rants will he gunning tor a chance lit meet Stanford in this tournament, as the Cardinal defeated them in the
first round of the West Regional last year.
But they ’II have to get past the Spanans first.
Colorado State won its floliday Inn -I-25 Classic Tournament last weekend with a 3-0 win over Louisiana State,
hut the squad is not natiotr,tlly ranked.
The Rains’ Cindy Cos. :in all-HCAC selection as a
freshman setter last year. is lied with SJSU’s Danielle Spier
for 14th in the nation in assists, w ith 11.7 per game.
The Spartans cutter the tournament under less pressure
than in past weeks.
After a loss to San Diego State on Sept. 29. SJSU
dropped from the No. I spot in the coaches’ poll to the No.
3 position, behind SDS and UOP.
The Spanans remain No. 2 behind SDS in the NCAA
poll, however.
Montgomery said he’s lust as happy that the team is
ranked where they are.
"I’d rust as soon not he No. I right now We.%e got a
very tough schedule of matches ahead ill its. which will
make lb ’figs hard enough,- Montgomery said "Colorado
will he tough in this tournament. not to mention Stantoryl
themselves."
Montgomery said the tournament w ill not he an easy
one for the Spanans.
"We’re going to has e to play a solid match to heat
Colorado. and a great match to heat Stan lord... he said.
SJSU heat Stanford, 3-2, last month.
Al the beginning of the year, the Cardinal was ranked
No. I in the nation.
"Stanford didn’t like losing to its, and while right now
I think we are the better team, the secret is going to be how
we play.- Montgomery said. "But as you know . the better
team doesn’t always win

Field hockey team gears up for Eastern swing
By Greg Stry ker
Daily staff writer
The Spartan field hockey team
embarks on an Eastern trip this weekend against three teams, including
eighth -ranked Delaware. and SJSU is
hoping to improve its playoff chances.
The Spartans 12-24)) are now in a
three-way, first -place deadlock with
Pacific and Cal in the NorPac conference.
The three teams have lour points
(two points for a win and one point for
a tie). hut SJSU has played one more
game than both Pacific and Berkeley
The Spartans play Ursinus
row. Delaware on Saturday :myl
noy a on Sunday.
All three games are non-conlet
ence contests. hut SJSU head coach
Caroyln Lewis said the games could
have playoff implications later on.
"If we can heat Delaware. ger
ranked and stay high up. we could nil
finish first in the conference and still
gel a playoff hid.’ I.ew is said.
Beating Delaware should he quite
a challenge fOr the Spartans.
Delaware (9-2 overall) is led of
lensively by iorw arils Joanne Amhrogi
and Moe Si. ally and midfielder Beth
Marley.
Each player has scored five
The team also has an impressi,
goalkeeper in Angie Bradley .
has made 45 ...ayes this season.
"Delays are alw ay s has a siront2
(heir goalkeepei
team," Lewis said
is gootl and quick. and she’s had quite
a few shutouts We’ll have our work
cut out (or us Saturday’.
Spartan freshman forward Shery
Sorg has scored all seven of the team’s
goals this season.
Sorg grew up in Delaware and is
well aware of the talent this Delaware
team possesses.
"I used to watch them play
Sorg said. "They’re really good 011e
of my friends made all -stale hut was
cut farm the team so they must he pretty good.
"I’m pretty eNcited to see cv viv
body. Old teammates and friends w ill
be there, so it will cisc roe more incentive to do better "
SJSU may face an even tougher
goalkeeper is hen it plays Villanova on

Sunday Wildcat goalkeeper Sue Rtitl
has registered lour shutouts ;ind made
an incredible 93 saws The lour shutouts are V illano%a’s only v it:tortes.
On tDense. the Wildcats 14-6
scroll I ire led by tinyard Anita
DAscen/ii. vs ho has scored seven
goals
.rsinus has a
3 record. The
teant’s three losses have all been by
one goal.
Both Pacific and Cal did not tare
well on their trips to the East. The
Hears were I 2 ;Ind the Ticers vs ere II-

"He’s tired, all stopped up anti
aching." Smith said.
But the Lynwood senior took a
blood test helive going to class Tues
day morning. 13y late ;Memnon, it wa.
determined he suffered from allergies

senior. also discounted the crowyl factor.
"It could haye an et leo. but
when we play we hardly hear the
crowds at all," Jacobson said. "We
barely hear Susan and Caroyln (the
coaches I yelling at us."
Jacobson said the trip is important
to the teatit’s NorPae hopes.
"If we do well and win the majorits (it the games, we could get
ranked nationally., and it also puts us in
a good position psychologically I or the
rest (il the conference games." Jacobson said

Montgomery,
SPA suulley hall coach
Alter the Fresno Stale match. Spartan outside hitter
Lisa Ice said the team will he ready lie this tournament.
even thimgh it didn’t plav its hest match against the Bulldogs.
OW
1.OIISIStIIv v \s
ort and On lagainst FSD), and
so was our concentration.- lee said. "The Bulldogs
weren’t as tough a team as Stanford or a UOP. and we Just
weren’t clicking
’We base to voids on blocking and on individual goals
in practice. hut w ith the strength 01 our bench. I think we
can win at Strinlord
The Spartan, in ill have a complete’, healthy squad to
take to the Farm. as Marta I leal, is now full, recovered
Irom her ankle sprain
Barbara Higgins. a middle Nis:ker. is leading the team
in blocks w ith sin, ,olo and II
hlocks.
In last vs eel, splay . she had I 1 kill, lor a .446 percentage .\ gainst SI.O, she had two assists, one service ace. 20
digs. iins’ solo block and lour assist blocks
1.1sa lye also had an impressive week. collecting 40
kills lor a 4146 hitting percentage Nationall. she is ranked
I )th vs ith 4 7 kills per game.
Other noteworthy perlormances were turned in by by
Ireshman setter
1.0 1111111., V1 11i1 had a 533 assist percentage against Cal Pith: Gina Watson. who was a perfect
sin, billing against 151’ and Christa C’ook. who had
15 digs in the 91.0 match
The Spartans are than inal I y ranked in several statistical
categories.

SAN JOSE STAT E

V.S. VATTAA7i,’I%

UNIVEHSIT,
TAILGATE PARTY
TIME AT

SPARTAN STADIUM
Saul* sweat Rates A ralatue
Reserved Sears
Unreserved Seats
Facutty Staff & Atunuu

PG&E SPORT FOR YOUTH DAY
WIN AMERICAN AIRLINES KICU
36 TV TRIPS TO EUROPE

$55
$35

TICKET INFO (408) 277 -FANS
YOUR OWN PERSONAL SECURITY SYSTEM
FOR ONLY

ATTENTION
GRADUATING BUSINESS
MAJORS!

I
Futons
Futon Covers
Frames
Folding Beds
Platform Beds
Pillows

Introducing the
unique ALARM-LITE
-lhe pocket- i/ed ALARM-LITE
is great for walking to and from
night classes and for securing
dorm rooms. It’s blasting scream
and bright light is battery
operated (batteries included).

The national servicing agency is seeking a
graduating business student with an
accounting background for a business
administration position with liberal pay
and full benefits.

STAY SAFE. Order yours today.
SI2.95 post paid incl. CA tax.
fully guaranteed.

amenities
5333 Prospect Fir
San Jose
400-996-2932
Mtn View 1943W El Camino
408-969-1991
Open Seven Days

Send Resumes To:
Attention Stanley Edwards
P.O. Box 7171
San Jose, CA 95150

_010 _gAllN_

irt 0010-11
lle411:’

CAMPUS CUISINE
IAS AN
IN I ERNATIONAL FLAVOR

V

(FRI & SAT)

...Wed. Thurs. Oct. 15 & 16
p.m.

LOCATION:
NINTH STREET
BETWEEN BUSINESS BLD. and

Ar.lei .
Al nblan

Fiend,

OFIrrnan

Japan n
Kolan

Mexican
Palrearann

MasterCard 0

70th ANNIVERSARY SALE

Aqua’
.10,s1

Starting
9:30 a.m. until 4:00

Charge to: VISA I
I xi) Date
AM Enterprises
P.O. Box 1430
Lakeport. CA 95453

M.O. [1

SAN JOSE ART

FEATURES CULINARY DELIGHTS

On

Check enclosed 171
card #

4,

vo
INTERNATIONAL FOOD BAZAAR

Ailing Arizona QB
to play against UCLA
.\11.,11.t
TUCSON. Art.
quarterback Alfred Jenkins has been
sick with flu -like ssmpionis that
plagued about a dozen teammates, bin
a test revealed he suffered from aller
gies and can play in Saturday’s Pac-lit
conference football game at UCLA. a
team spokesman said.
The Wildcats still didn’t know
Tuesday night whether senior outside
linebacker Danny Lockett would Inc
able to play on Saturday.
Wildcat coach Larry Smith had
said in his weekly news conference
Tuesday that he was unsure yvbeihei
Jenkins would play Saturday

I. so the Spartans have a chance to
better the performances of their conference rivals
larger crowds and different
styles of play are two 1actors the team
will face on the trip.
"The game is different in the
East." Lewis said. "There are more
(ants at the games, and they play a little
more aggressive style.’’
"I think it (the larger crowds)
might get its a little MOM pumped up."
Sorg said "I don’t think we’ll get nervous
nutalkeeper Jill Jacobson. a

’We’re going
to have to play
a solid match
to heat
Colorado, and
a great match
to heat
Stanford.’

ART

IFISAN

JOSE ART

481 S BASCOM AVE, SAN JOSE
.X_AO ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF STEVENS CREEK
HouRS AA F 9 A "AI 10 II 10 I3lIrl I.’ ‘.

BLD.

408-298-8422

Spam.
lulkilt
Vietnam*.
acid more.
Commit.*

rind

A

4

ErcludIng VGC and Sal* Items Some items may be Limiter:1 to Stock on Hand

t,

Cam7uno
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Poetry center to stage
forum on ’Long Poem’
sin’ Kiyabu
Daily %tall writer
Although Silicon Valley is
known as more of a microchips huh
than a poetry capital, the poetry climate is growing, said Alan Soldolsky.. director of the Poetry Center
at SJSU
etry has
The an of writing
then not received the support it
Soldiusky
said.
However.
needs,
lorces are working to aid in the
grow ili ol poetry in the valley, he
said
’By and large it you see people
walking with books it poems, they
are most likely pick." said Soldofsky "Just think it everyone who
read novels was a novelist."
Ti add to the growing interest
in poetry, The Calilornia Ant Council last week donated *PAN to the
Poeu y Center at SJSU, Soldolsky
said
"We don’t know the exact details because the letter hasn’t
reached us yet ." Soldoi sly ysi iii
ti hind
Members at the
out about the donation in the San
Jose Mercury Nevi, And MAI ItNis

double what the center expected.
Soldolsky said.
Donations such as these aid the
center in bringing readings and
workshops in poetry to the university and the community.
The center will feature a conference on the "Long Poem" this
weekend.
’The National Endowment for
the Arts gave a grant to the Poetry
Center to sponsor the conference.
The conference will feature
poets who are famous tor their
works on poems 100 lines or longer.
Spaces are still available. Manuscripts must he turned in today so the
poets in attendance can critique them
properly.
"A workshop on the hung poem
hasn’t been done before that I know
of,’’ Soldofsky said.
Workshops, which are limited
to 12 students per section, cost $60
and $45 for San Jose Poetry Center
menthers and students. To attend the
readings and panel discussions, the
cost is $6 tOr non -participants and $3
(or San Jose Poetry Center members
and students.

Featured poets include: Frank
Bidan, winner of the Pris Review
1981 prize for a long poem; Brenda
Hillman, winner of. the 1986 Delmore Schwartz Prize for her hook.
"White Dress". Phyllis Koestenbaum, recipient ot a 1986 crative
writing fellowhip for the National
Endowment for the Arts: Robert
Pinsky, author of a the hook -length
poem, "Sadness and Happiness. An
Explanation of America"; Tot Derneon. Soldolsky said he believes
will be one of the most influential
writers in the nest 10 years.
The center is one of the Few
non -university funded non-profit.
independent programs for poetry in
the nation, Soldorsky said. It started
in 1976 as part of a small donation
by the San Jose City Council.
Poetry in San Jose has often
been overshadowed by the competition trom San Francisco and Berkeley. Soldot sky said. However, as
opposed to those cities to the north
which he said, "were stuck in a rexerse-superior
complex,"
San
Jose’s growth in poet is is "open to
ditlerent and newer sts It’s

Radio sex drama brings investigation
It iS ANGEL .ES (Alt)
Radio
station KPFK-FM is under investigation by the Federal Communications
Commission toe carrying a radio
drama which included graphic homosexual language about masturbation,
intercourse and group sex.
RI’ spokesman Bill Johnson
said he believes the probe of "The
krker is the agency’s first ins esuga
tion into alleged broadcast obscenity
since a case involving comedian
George
Carlin’s
"Seven
1>irty
Words*. routine resulted in a landmark
Supreme Court decision.
MTh. hills itself as noncommercial and educational. ’The investigation
into the station resuaci. I 111111 a complaint filed by Larry Poland, pastor of
the Evangelical Free Church in Highland, 65 miles east. in San Bernardino
County.
The minister’s automatic car
rydio tuner punched into "The Jerker"
Aug. 31 as the play’s two characters

discussed their homosexual lantasies
in a telephone call.
The play by Robert Chesley, currently being staged at Hollywood’s
Celebration Theater, ran as part of the
weekly "I Am. Are You’?" program.
"I heard the first use of the Fword and I said, ’Whoa, how can they
he getting away with ihisT There are
broadcast laws," Poland said
"It was the kind of thing you’d
read on a bathroom wall."
He said he would have objected
to the language even if it had concerned heterosexuals.
In his letter to the FCC, he said:
"This isn’t narrowcasting we are talking about, this is broadcasting, broad
enough to he picked up by every child
with a $5 transistor radio."
North Hollywood-based KKK is
operated by the Pacifica Foundation.
The station’s program coordinator,
Wendy White, declined comment but
said a news release would be issued

Circle-K club gets inside view
of human element in S.J. police
By Mad Martin
Daily staff writer
The San Jose Police Department makes mistakes, like
everyone else, hut it is one of the best police departments in
the nation, according to one SJPD captain.
The campus -based Circle K club got an insider’s view
of the department during its meeting Tuesday when San
Jose police Capt. Louis Hernandez explained the iinportance of the human element in police work.
Hernandez. an SJSU graduate, said recent progress in
the department’s hiring requirements and training procedures benefited the community by improving communications and crime control.
The university’s relationship with the city’s police department has changed radically in his 23 years on the force,
liernillitie/ said.
Hernandez recalled being in the Student Union when it
was in ’full battle gear." "That was in the days when they
used to have the Dow Chemical recruiting sessions here and
people were demonstrating against them.’’
In the ’60s and ’70s, people didn’t think much of the
police. Hernandez said. "And sometimes rightly so . . . I
know that there were times when the police would gel out of
control trying to quell a riot . . and create problems for
themselves."
The San Jose police has changed 180 degrees since
then. Hernandez said. "Instead itt driv ing by at 50 miles per
hour with the windows nulled up and the police radios blaring, we have people who like to park their car and get
out . to interact with the community."
San Jose is getting to he a big city, and it is experiencing a lot ot big city crimes. according to Hernandez. The
biggest headache or the police is
"A lot tit our youths are hurting thernselses and other
people." Hernandez said. ’In the last couple 01 1 cart the
greatest niapitruty of injuries to police officers were as a result of trying to subdue people high on

"once sxr ha% e decided w hal we ite
going to do. The FCC asked KPFK
to respond by Oct. 22.
If the broadcast is bound to he
obscene, indecent or profane, Pacifica
could face a mere admonition from the
commission
a $20.000 line
or
the loss iut its license.
The last time allegations ol
broadcast obscenity drew federal action, a KPFK sister station in New
York was the target, along with Carlin, of a similar lone complaint from a
man who unwittingly tuned in.
In "Seven Dirty Words." Carlin
poked fun at society’s ban on seven
conunonly used obscenities. The court
ruled against the radio station, say mg
that although Carlin’s monologue was
not constitutionally obscene, it was
indecent and would have been acceptable for broadcast only in the late evening when children would not likely he
listening.

The department has increased its standards for employment and advancement since he came on the force in 1963,
Hernandez said. Job applicants must have at least 60 units
of credit before applying. Then they have to attend the police academy for six months hernre trying out for the actual
job, he said.

Dry Toast

Peter Stein

"Don’t look now, but it seems old ’Lea the
Lover’ has once again struck gold . .

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both repre,iited by the insignia you wear
,isa member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

COMPUTER DEPT. SPECIALS
PROPRINT WHITE BOND PRINTER PAPER
200 sheets SALE $2.95 reg. $3.95
GENERAL SUPPLIES

1000 SHEETS OF PRINTER PAPER
SALE $9.95 reg. $10.95

40% Off

PERFECT DATA 5 1/4" DIAL N’ FILE
Diskette Storage Case - holds 10
SALE $1.50 reg. $6.95

AMPAD CLINGERS
2x3 SALE 274 reg. 454
3x3 SALE 374 reg. 614
3x5 SALE 484 reg. 804
Eberhard Faber
DESIGN CALLIGRAPHY PENS
SALE 714 reg. $1.19

Time to start thinking of Halloween
Watch for our costume and party accessories

SPEEDBALL CALLIGRAPHY PENS
SALE 594 reg. 994
Falcon
PERSONAL SIZE PAPER CUTTER
SALE $11.95

reg. $19.95

CLOSEOUT ON
SOME STYLES & SIZES OF SHORTS

POPCORNER

SALE $4.77-$5.97

Look for our other clearance racks

SALE

BAGELS
SALE 354 reg. 554

S13Et.Mets,
15CIA.,0"
*.
4V.

RECORDS
CASSETTES
COMPACT DISCS

values to $3.88

VIDEO RENTALS
Weekend Special (Fri. -Mon.) $2.50 per film
One Day Rental $2.50 per film
Ask about our VIDEO AND FILM CLUB
Rent 10 video tapes from us and have your
next roll of 12, 15 or 24 exposure C41 process col
print film developed and printed 1 each 3x size
FREE from "One Stop Photo" at Spartan Bookstiii

GIFTS

OBERTO PEPPERED BEEF JERKEY BAG
SALE $1.40 reg. $1.89

SPECIAL PURCHASE $1.00
Large selection of quality paperbacks
CLEARANCE 994
Children’s Books

CLOTHING

values from $7.95-$9.95

AUNT JO’S FUDGE
SAIL 25* reg. 504
while supplies last

GENERAL BOOKS

$1.98-$22.98
$2.98-$6.98
$11.98

S l’ARTAN
BOOKIST(1.(1:.
SPARTAN SHOPSS

Service ics our Major

Spartan Dall

mamparo
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Bloom County

Yesterdaily
Racks holding thousands of copies ol the Spartan Daily were emptied
sometime helore noon Monday
many ending up in trash bins in an apparent dumping spree

The president ol Theta Chi

the
Iraternity accused ol abusing mentally
suit Tuesda) that the
ill persons
fraternity has agreed to work with
Grace Baptist Commumix Center to
avoid further prohlems

Funds coming into SJSU
Irom
the state general hind and resenues
Irom the Cahlorma Lottery
dominated debate at Monday’s meeting ill
the Academic Senate.

_frsextemcy /KY /Mg 11,0101

SOPPEN INEY sleY
We MINN 5CUINYAVO oar
I4(10 /NE INKY PIRKACO5 Of
/NE PICK WM 77fE

NE MORNS 4VO P0/501/ IVY /
70611NERmev LEAF
.54OR71496,
5f1171A0 BOOT //

wav 71if maw&

CHASE i. 0#

Abstract artist Wanda Waldera is
exhibiting her paintings and prints in
the Student Union Gallery.

Campus
1)emoerais evidently
M on
last W eek s %titer registration
drus e because College Republican,
laded to turn in their oter registration
card, by the contest deadline. said Ten
Cooper. Associated Students director
4)1 sponsored programs and coordinator ill steer registration.

After two unsuccessful concerts,
the results 01 the nest Associated Students Program Board concert wil determine it the hoard w ill continue to
sponsor such e,ents in the Moms
Auditiinum. said Verda Alexander. program hi ward director

Berke Breathed

,E ,1Y NE 111/AVPIO &FOR
61? /WO
AO5/314111
LIE IN Will VI? Of ItWu0tW
My: y ffIltrOBASICLOPE

Cain pus
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The "Apple Orchard.’’as its
called by the stall of Clark Library.
was dedicated last week to coincide
us ith the donation 01 15 Macintosh
Plus !incr. womputers by Apple Computer (’Ii

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADM T inon) Ci ASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0714 (r.ording)
to get your copy 24 los FREE
CHIL 0

ABUSE

TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & pro
fesslonal growth as Volunteer intern in world renowned local
program
Counseling, support

services, admIn data processing.
public awareness fund-raising.
etc Si- & monolingust, all ma
mrs. grad & undergrad Expert
once front clerical to post -grad
intro-to extroveri WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO
952. S J 95108. 280-5055

Box

RESEARCH PAPERS

15.278 AVAIL
ABL F. Catalog $200 Research,
11322 Idaho. .206XT Los Angeles
90025
VISA MC
or
COD.(213) 477.6474

& Sat & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
I OOKING FOR PART TIME work,
Togo sat 900 N First Si Is hiring
for day lime positions Please call
287.4570 or inquire within
!DOSING FOR EXTRA
20 hours week
You

break work if accepted you will
earn $925 starling’ Part time PO)
earnings per week equal 5185
Full 1401 earnings per week equal
5370 No experience Is needed be.
of our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and
reeding skills area plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
is allowed during final exams In

COMPUTERIZED DIAGNOSTICS for
your car’ Hall price only for SJSU
at $21 95 Complete car repair
Only 10 win from SJSU J & C Diagnostics. 75 Phelan Ave Unit 8.

addition. It you quality, corporate
scholarships are awarded Internships are possible, and you may

DODGE

earn 2.3e credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter
spring, and especially summer
creaks, full time work is available

eves at 289-6252

Call today for information and an
interview or call Monday through

298-7758
VAN 172 enginel new
brakes runs ok, 5475 bo Call Pat

Friday between 10 AM -2 PM (408/
2759885 If Inc line is busy.
pleese be pallent and try again
An equal opportunity company

80 DODGE COI T. am frn cads sund,
crptng. new clutch. new herb,
rablr trans. new battery Perfect
commute car. 51300. 262-4162

PART TIME JORS" We market auto
club memberships for Inc major
oil companies Part-time. easy

SPIN F E PHOSPHF R MONITOR never
used 5100 or offer Call 779-8487

hours. weekly paychecks $7 to
$15 hourly commission complete
training provided Great experi-

leave message
Rent
Plus

ence for your resume R C Smith
Corp .147,0570

and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR al 358-7717
Pickup

REI IARI F. MATURE pleasant lemale
sk good telephone skills Flex pm
hrs at Dental office sir in walking

MACINTOSH

USERS
I sserWrIter

time on
a
printer
Wordprocessing

end delivery
qualNy work’

Reasonable rates

SPARTAN 11-iBM XT TURBO COMPAT.
IBLE 2565 6-13MH7, 2 drives. key
board. MOP inonllor.$675 10M5
system $1075 Turbo at compatible $7750 Supreme T.hnelronic
Corp
1630 Old Oakland Rd
A112, 437-1306
COMPUTER EASE Computer time o
private instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar wordperlect writing
assistant or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990

distance of campus
7373

Over

500

Disk

514 00

TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for a tee
outspoken people to sell air lime
This position requires a good
volce and a strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green at 377

.2, corner of San
Salvador PC-COM 295 ’606

FOR SALE
BEAT

THE

PARKING

CRUNCH’

TELEPHONE

SALES -pad

time

THE

PERFECT

lob for
someone Interested in ssies & 01.
suet merchandising store display
Toes. Thum & part -day Sat Tm

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Rot
row them from us’ Real Estate
Motivation., Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose horn’ We II also accept
any used courses for credit toward the annual fee UPC IMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
(000)824-2221. 137

HELP WANTED

rnan

rnendous opportunity for career
growth Contact Crown Fixtures A
Display. 4802 Davenport PI Fre-

BIRTHDAY
CRF AMPUFF"
ooking forward to spending Fri.
day night Al ONE with your I love
you’ Love. Boo -Boo

HIL 1 El JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbal dinners. parties,
Sunday brunches. lectures. Tues
day
Lunch and laRrr.
Israeli
dencing, holiday celebrations
For informolion call HUM at 794.
8311

Company has immediate openings lor the following positions

ence preferred Applicants most
he. excellent communication
skills, an eptilude for flour., the
ability in work independently. and
the desire In work with lye public
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Full,
or Pad -Time positions available
Monday -Friday 17am.3por This
inposition
chauffergoprer
cludes many varied duties incl
valet delivery shopping, and air
pod runs Applicants must be tO
yrs ot age and have excellent driving record Apply in person only
at The Residence In, 1080 Stewart Or ,Sunnyvale, Ca 940116

JERRY -REMEMBER TAHOE’ I m not
that crazy all the time. lets do
lunch your REDHEAD
JIMBO’

WHERE ARE YOU9’1? I ye
tried but you re never home’ Can
we gel together soon, Luv.
CRYS

NATIONAL GAY RI contact club 18 .
men and women Confldental, low
Ides Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Box 78781,K. San Jose. Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs. no wird.
100i. guaranteed Call (4081 2457503
PROFESSOR s EXAM Ell FS available
for
Engineering
18
required
courses in CE EE. ME and Mal
Smart FIT, Calculus, Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMA,
NERO SV’
Confidential 335 5
Elmwood Ave
San Jo. Grill
147.7466 for appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen
ter

Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am

CathOlIC 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
tor worship.counselIng.programs
and study opportunities
Rev
Natalie Shiras.F r Bob I eger.Sr
Joan Panelia.
haber

Rev

Sorb

Elm

2345
DOWNTOWN REAI ESTATE ottic
needs mature r.eptionisi 9-5
MWF & 2-5pm T TH Good not
fast typ rag Professional dress
co. Call Ray or Jim at 298-5522
EULIPIA RESTAURANT seeks lunch
End dinner bustlers & walter-ess
Good student job Call 280-6181.
374 S 1st, St

FEDERAL. STATE & CIVIL SVC lobs
514,757 to 557,785 yr Now hiring
Call Jobilne, 1-518-4593611 *id
E-280 for listing 246r
40
Type
FRESHMAN SOPHMOFIE.
wpm Willow Glen Prase/ippon
Nur AR re. MWF, 3-7pm & Sat
9 30-3pcn . $3 85 hr 10 start Will
Hein Call for loppt , 266-8201
JORSi JOBS, JOBS’ Ideal tor stuCkentli Join our marketing staff
Take new and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon t610 Weds

newsletters Student Discounts.
Guaranteed work Only 10 min
sites from campus Words and
more (P..1.923-7810

School Daze

ACCURATE
C
COUNTAM F for teiephoneze thel
toots
typing
that s tops try
Tony 196,2087 $1 50 per page
double spaced All work guaranteed
Trust Tony 796-7087

Wanda Folk
PHOTO

Thanks
ACADEMIC

MAY V
I
COPVINO 5000
oTR0GA
68Q1 A
re GLUNIP 144011010
Tow., rime 1511114 AND TR4iNC.
ON THE ctorucc Of vrvrA V
Vs Voom, 00/.111 r4C0i..n4 ADVISOR

My NEST w ITNESS IS TOHE
RHELES HAMSTER CI CanatOraNcr
1
,,..r.,.._......._
DROP NE CHARGES Buoy, )
)
OW WaSC Lc 6E 501/49.1fp
Eilt CNC? rive FROArr
PAGE or ri-ic SP,Ier,W,
LWirsv vbstOse0w WierenOsac’

AND

PROFESSIONAL
word processing P J sword pro,
cessing offers quality guaranteed
work al competitive rates Fair.
enced in thesis, term papers.
group projects reSunieS menu -

negotiable
13111 R8

Call 14081 998,9683,

HOUSING
AFFORDAM F HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure and safe rooms. FREE 0011.
Iles and housekeeping service
Reasonable reteasharecl or sln
gle available Walking distance to
San Jose Siete Office 72 N 5th
ST. 998-0234
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share 2 berm house. flreploce,
washer dryer. privets backyard
Rosegarden eras $350 rno 1 2
Mil Call Cindy (day) 299-5991.
(eves 1 247-3410

FERAL F ROOMMATE Own room in
spacious opartment next to campus furnished. fully equipped, private parking Barbers 279-5375
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
charming 3 bdrrn hou. Conv.
trent locollon, non-smoker pr.
’erred Call 295-4069
ROOMMATE WANTED FEMALE to
share quiet 4 bdrm hos. in
Campbell near Pruneyard with 2
females

and

leather

$275

10

45s COO

A

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group protects welcome Spell check every time, frn
disk storege Database capability
Standard & micro cassette tram
scription Word pm !rag on
SAMNA
&
word
perfect
software Ms WE 030.530 R.
serve time now tor your peon,
ing thesis. dissertation or man,

Isaac

Newt

Sheila Neal

LITTLE SOPHISTICATION NAIL
SAL ON
We do acrylic nells
w tips. pedicures & manicures
Students & tecully receive I0.
off all services Just mention our
ad Call for .pp 970_9797

RARE IT All. Stop shaving, wonting,
tweezing L et me permanently re.
move your unwanted hair ’chin.
bikini, tummy, moustache, back,
shoulders. etc) 15.9 discounts to
students end faculty Call before
Christmas.

1986 & gel your 1st
spot at I 2 price Unwonted hair
disappears wilts my care Gwen C
Cheigren. RE Cell 559-3500, for
appl
1645 S Bascom Aoe NC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
FE a if a.

IS THAT DESIGN propel
due & you have no resources tor
ideas or what to build, SHI Elec.
Ironies Is committed to offering
tow cost eteCtronic (component,
& computer information needs tor
the student Call Days 942-7736.
Eves 293-4780 ask for J.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con colt with SJSU student for 30 mln
utes FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of Immigration and oat
ralization
law
Office
located
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng 01 (4081 209-5400

PERMANENT

HAIR

REMOVAL

$6 Cash discount
In new customers on reports 10
peges One page free typing on
reports 2-9 pages Prole...,
typist and skilled word processor
I aserWriter Plus printing Pickup

f.,

ACCURACY

Al WAYS

CI FARING

&

SERVICES

Homes, offices carpets & w1n
dows (400)204-3098.289-6075
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writers, sCholars. and public officials
Specializing in historical. poittlcol, bloorephical topics Student
discounts available For free info.
write

Cl 0, $003-8 Steppe lane.

Columbia. MD 21045

llgt
’Tr

7.5

- elqe"

Professional

results every lime Theses papers, resumes and dis.rtallons
Serving Evergreen. SSJ & a few
minutes from SJSU Student discount with this ad or ID Cii
(408)124-0851

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust

AFFORDABlE WORD PROCESSING
Specislizong in resurneS term pe.
perstranseription

No Lob loo
small’ Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternatives, 794.1974

ift

Noggleajww
IS

GONNA AND AlEoNDA

mob

ONO

Afar Aecovesi

’

AMY Wil I TYPE your paper tor only
51 per page, double spaced On
campus each day Or pickup & delivery Call 2494075. leave nuts
sage
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt accurate. litersle. El A in history Wang
Word Processing, spelling errors
corrected lung manuscripts welcome Will pick up. deliver

Also
meltable crIlical reading. assistance in resenting Den 0 Rear,
978-0277
RAABE S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in

conveniently

Classified
rormstling TUrablbn SPA. MCI
Former English major highly dependable Willow Glen Area, easy
Call
Mrs
Morton
to locate
(Marsh. from HAM-8PM at 166-

Call Bar. at 916,

4370
RECK

SECRETARIAI

Student

’ro-

pers. resumes. business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen area Call lise at 267,8134

PROCESSING

Free SPEL-CHEK minor Oda (if
requested), proof, disc storage
Student leculty discounts Quick
turnaround 246.26
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE

Term

papers. theses, resumes, digger
tenons. etc tor students end f ac
uity We also do tape transerlp

Branham area Free disk Owego
Trot Steno Typing Service 14081
264A504

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
personal legal business.
processing needs Term papers

schedule your word processing
lob Quick turnaround accurate
Word for

reports, resumes, cover letters.
theses. dissertations, manuals
*PA
All acadernk formats

PROCESSING,

7669448 Emphasis on correct pone
tuation sentence structure and

grernmer. punctuation
assistance All work gusrenteed
Spelling,

lel. use Grimm., punctuatIon.
& spelling checked printed - In
Erickson
publications quality
Word Processing 377-5293

all

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rotes
Call Pant at 246-5633
TYPING SERVICE for students and instructors DependOO,
accurate work Reasonable rat..
SI 50 pg Assignments 10 pgs

and
COVER’ ETTER&
RESUMES
business correspondence Arista
tance with vocabulary sentence
structure, and tom II requested

and over will be accepted only
Call 14081 738-1676 Sunnyvale
area I ong range assignments
can be submitted by mall w your
Hormone.

Call 256-9448
RESUME & TYPING We use iRM X
COMPUTER, Word Star and letter
mollify printer Resume $5 up
Typing $1 50 pg. double space
One block horn campus PC
CON. 404 S 3rd St .2, corner of

manuscripts
correspondence,
etc Will aid in grammar spelling.
punetualion For prompt. 7 day
message

for

On machine

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurete
timely production of newsletters,
reports resumes publications.

leso,

SERVICE

for 30 days Call 14081 946-4967
Ask tor Amend, or leave message

rates Call Marcie at 194-6347
(work leave rms..) or 926-1274
before 10 pm

response,

TYPING

your typing needs Student rates
ranging from 51 to 51 75 per page
Quick turnaround Disk storage

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed lest’ let me help’ Term papers letters, reports. theses research papers
last and profits atonally’
FREE
grammar
&
spelling assistance Reasoneble

ilon and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 245-1769

Do you have a paper due soon’ Does
It need to be typed’ Call today to

detail 52 pg for students, $3 pg
Or professionals Resumes $10
Save your work on the IRM PC for

3058 IBM or.
QUALITY

NEED

ieffers. manuscripts (books. articles short stories), transcription

leclS. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
Transcription ...liable Almaden -

EDITING WORD

WORD

Term papers. research papers
theses & dissertations (Campbell,
Turabion APA 3rd 00 I. screenplays resumes. cover & follow-up

theses. diSSerletIons. group pro.

Monet word processing papers.
theses. resumes Specialist in
scientific
protects
technical,
51 75-53 page Call Vie. al 281

or additional coupon savings

ENTERPRISE

CAL I I INDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
Reports,
processing

$2 ds page 993-9760
Word Enterprises -5J

Professional confidential and dependable service at AFFORDS RI F RATES" Free disk storage
Pam. 247.2661 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU Fall 00 DIr.tory of Classes

9440

RI OSSOIS
Hal SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast accurate typing and
word processing available seven
days a week I Imited pick up &
delivery 365-1017

Or

WORD PROCESSINGRESUMES. thesis and ltorn papers Reasonable
rates Cluellly ..vice, able to do
bold lace and right margin ustIth
cation Call 259-9446 Not tEr from

San Salvador PC -CON. 295-1606

Parretti at (408) 775-6253

PROFFS
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing I business sans Ides Fast. reasonable. & near uni

PROFESSIONAL TYPtSTtorm papers
theSeS. arc
ACcurete. prompt
$2 25 001 space per page Sam
toga area. call Joan at 741 5880

versify Call (406)292-4047
THESES
REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w extra attention to

PUT YOUR WORDS In their best per.
spec tive
Fsperienced prOres

SJSU
ZEE s TYPING end SeCretariel SW,
ces East BCCUrill! work evair
able seven days s week I ocated
in the Blossom HIll Santa /eresa
oreaI irnited pick up and delivery Cii 365-1012

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each fine,

Ad Rates

men and women Special rate with

PRESTO

f,?1$44.,

and delivery Highest quality work
at student rates - SI 50 page Call
DAYSTAR at 358-1717

for

!scull), or student ID envie. &
confidential Weeltdays, evenings
Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolysis Center, Koll Business Perk at
Hwy 101 & N Fsiroeks Ave (408)

ALRIGHT!
I DEMAND TO KNOW,
V-440 ISRESFONCtekE
fOR 1-11

script Chrystal 973-8461

loran appointmert
TUTOR NEEDED tor mature student In
the following area Basic Math
through first year Algebra Fee

oaf

.0

so ow&
RECESSES GAdadd
/10 60
OVER TROPE picruiecs

PROP E SSOR ’

Sal

P.,, .

AND

s.OUR HONOR

scripts & letters I ocated in North
San Jose, only minutes tram campus Call P J at 923-2309

theses, manuscripts, papers re
surnes
professional
back up
work Reesonable rates 1 ocsted

SERVICES

734-3115
BE YOUR OWN BOSS Ft or P T. selling popular fragrances & related
products No Investment. 725

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Experienced protessionsi word processing
papers,
theses,
resumes. office overflow mailings,

A CASH REBATE

mont (415051 1944
THE RESIDENCE INN COMPANY The
nations leading all -suite hour

processing ask tor Joye at 2641029

2308
HAPPY

PART TIME

able Thursdays & Fridays (barn10ern) & Sundays ,Wednesdays
(5Pm-9pm) Previous hotel experi-

sales 11.1 Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 793-4780 Ask for Joe

COMPANION WANTED to
with sincere handicapped
Please tell Brian at 798.

tire

Sal Call today (408)583- ’800

FUTONS" Quality cotton produMs
Create your own living & sleeping
apace with our futons pillows
end frames Custom tutons & Pit

OM ’I ONE model and etre
(23-1 of bike but you can own a
new 12.speed for less than $85
MHC Ricycle Sales offers lowcost transporlatIon needs for the
student 30 day guarantee All

CRYS’ I ooking forward In meeting
you Whets your phone ..7
Come by
Sincerely CURIOUS
JIM110

subscriptions to the Mercury,
News Guaranteed 54 SO hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-1PM or
4 30PM-8 30PM. Mon .111
plus

spaces avail I block to SJSU
795 1396
compacts
mo
only

I SELL

Free examination &
care as part ot a research project
If you have had low back pain tor
more than 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old, please call Palmer Col.
lege of Chiropractic West at (408)
7444907. ein 401

FEMAL F

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. but I do!
Therms
dissertations. reports
Eight page minimum. slx months
tr. disk storage Orrilne word

ABSOI UTEI y

BACKACHE’?

Sell

FRONT DESK Cl ERK Compet
Inve salary excellent benefits.
and issttrack growth opportuni
Iles Part -Time positions even -

lows Plus, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (at Saratoga & Campbell
Ayes I San Jose 378-5646 10.
discount on Futons with this ad

PERSONAL

3800

a disk
Processors-Mag
Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
Creative
Data
ServIces
(40818666080

404 5 3rd SI

I OST GOL 0 ROPE BRACH ET Fri
day morning Oct 3. Sweeney Hall
Reward for return. 279-8270

TEACHERS & AIDES lot preschool
G SJ area 6 ELF units preferred
L4081713-1131

formats
Word

IBM X T COPAPATIM F 256k. 2 drives.
monitor, keyboard. MG P. 6695
6405. 213MB hard disk, drive.
monitor. keyboard. $1095
Dot
metric printer $140 I etter quer
ity, $295 One block from campus

Maria 288-

RETAIL LADIES APPAREL & Bridal
saleslady Part lime, days and or
eves The Silver Plum los Gatos
Blvd .105 Gatos, 358-5080

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M Al TOO
Portables- OSBORN- TRS-80

each other by then we both
looked
back
1
times
We
stopped, we talked. we left i
OST you then Please respond

PART & FIJI 1 TIME RETAIL HEIP Na.
Donal
firm
preparing
for
Christmas work and semester

nancIng. OAC call VW Restoration at 797-8200 5200 discount on
vehicle purchase w univ I

APPLE

IT HAPPENED ON SUNDAY Sept 28 at
5 15pm As you went by. you said
HI’ Then I said HI’ We passed

10-

McDONAL D s NOW HIRING’ Premium
PeY hours flexible around school
schedule Two -five days. 10-35
hrs Ok Interviews M -F 3.4pm
Contact Mike or I ucy al 365-3095
15475 I os Gatos Blvd

BUGS FOR SA1 E" San Jose s best
BUGS All guaranteed.’ 100.. 11.

COMPUTERS

LOST & FOUND

Pick the
hours Come to DOMINO s PIZZA
at 510 5 10th St

AUTOMOTIVE

se

Share Mil Call 377-1654

Minimum three lines on one day
1

One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 Lines 54 35 $5 15
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Fach Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$635
$7.15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 80
$660
$740

Five
Days
$5 20
$6 00
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$135
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9 Lines $4600 10-14 Lines $6300
15 Plus Lines $8000

Address__

Phone

City 8 State__

/in

Phone 277-3175

RUNNERS, ATHLETES!! Deep tissue
muscle work for an *Nthe competitive edge and Increased efficiency Call Richard at 1724340
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For informal Ice
and brochure see A 5
call (400)371.1

Office or

STUDENTS, TEACHERS. Send today
for unique booklet, filled with
.rv1c.ble Information about IIcanaura & career opportunities.
52 00 Write to Mon Anti, Poe
11587F a, Herrisburg, Pa 17106

TYPING

Enclosed IS S.,

iir

I 111,

__Days

Clrci Ctassirication
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

Housing
For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

Services

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Classified Desk Located Outside D8H2011
Hours. 900 AM to 3.30 P.M.
Deadline, Two days prior to publication

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose, California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
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Enthusiastic crowd enjoys
controversial talk-show host

Working by candle light

WALL V. from page. I
LaRouche-backed Califirmia initiative
calling for the isolation of AIDS victunis

’faking another conservative
stance. George said he’s against CalilOrma Chic, JOSINX Rose Bird because
she "refuses to goe the people of the
state of Cali tomtit what they voted or.
"They voted or the death penalty
for first -degree murderers." he said.
She has overturned every single
death sentence eser since she’, been in
oilier and I sax let’, loss her out on her
George also found fault with the
ellare 101.111.

Critics who say that Ronald Reagan is only looking out for the interests
of the rich are full of "bull-loney
George said.
The president wants to "help the
truly needy-. Not the freaks, not the
frauds who spend their entire liletime
living oll you, the taxpayer." George
said.
George complimented Reagan for
his tough stance on Libya and Gad haft. calling the Libyan leader a riident
But instead of bombing innocent
I.ihyan cititens, George opted to get
the "CIA to form a hit squad and get
fladhali.’’ he said.

edli eS osvai
said
kha (olt irchraiciihcei
aile(rieSolrige
that (liirhacho. underestimates Reagan
since the president reluses to use Star
Wars as a bargaining tool in the nuclear talks.
George also commented on Almhou . gun control and mandatory drug
testing. among other topics
He added that he still stroll he taping his show. ’’Hr)t Seat. at sarious
campuses and es pressed his desire to
tape at SJSI.’
sins
1ery
Ner!,.
tl
’Ihe k
inspiring." George said alter the presentation, "1 ,,)uldn’t has e heen more
pleased

ArtslEntertainmi

Lot closure no traffic problem
PARKING. plan page I
rages being the rirnwt titecteit.
Although he agreed with Schatt
that it ails too earl o tell where the
es -users oi the closed lot, are parking.
Orhach said that business in the 1(1th
Street garage was up slightly in the
irst less days this week.
Alan Deg
Construction workers take ads antage of electric
light to work all night on Second Street in down-

has its advantow n San Jose. Night construct
tages with lack or both automobile and foot traffic.

Health Science department
awarded research money
,R

tr,ron

N 101 the COMIIMMIN

and the

\NC

to demonstrate
imxiiect will alloa
our expertise lo student, and the r rim triunity.’ Washington said
The project a ill he =R1,11,01)11 nary, crossing oser Imo Si’% eral Rids
graduate SilitheS, KOS,. said
’Graduate student, .ind prole,
sors from the department, rit rrlusrng
occupational therapy and nutrition trill
he ins olved in the project along a ith
the Depaninent ot Health Science.
she said.
The project will work to reduce
health risks in the minority community
by bringing minority groups into contact with prolessionals to determine
the health needs of the community and
by educating these prolessionals about
health practices tit these specific
groups. Ross said.
She said once these needs are
identified. they will he priorthted and
a ill research to lind the proper remrces to deal with them
Thnnigh this process the department hopes to develop a cooperative
attitude for health practices between
professionals and low-income minorities in the communns , Ross ,aid
with
The approadi is

Project participants should have a
better understanding and knowledge of
minority health care practices and promotional activities and should he able
to communicate easier with these individuals in their own settings, she said.
Communication between cultures
is very complicated and the department is sins lug to make it less complicated. said Rose Tseng. associate dean
of the School of Applied Arts and Sciences.
The department is trying "to
break down the barriers... she said.
The Department nil Health Services recently received reaccreditation.
Washington said.
’ ’This is our sear We are numero
uno. he said.

277-3171
AND

)!

kil

BOYS

IN CON,’ RI

TUESDAY, OCT. 14th 8:00 p.m.
SANTA CRUZ CIVIC AUDITORIUM
(17
ADVANCE ME E,

Smile.
abuts’’, He,
iv,vvearpnoc
SASS !wk., 0N11.11. 5 If IMO SAWA CNA, Cr.
go.
8,1. by (01001/

PnoDUI TOUT Pot, N VN111 ono0oC8IONIS AND ANUS

4

’It’s tilled up some empty places
in (he North 110th Street) garage.’’ he
said About 250 of 295 employee
parking place, on the ground floor
10 a .m Tuesday, comwere 11111
pared to an a% erage of I51) cars per
morning earlier in the semester.

The ground floors ol the latter
two garages are resersed lor employee
and disahled-student parking, a total ot
about 575 spots. he said.
Orbach ais 0111 01 (ONO Wilda .
hut he said his department re:coed
few complaints trout employees
Orhach also reported a slight in
crease in usage of the school’, neaesi
park -and -ride lot. at the corner ol Ses

enth and Humboldt streets.
’Vs’e’se started to pui a little
estra business in the new lot... he said.
"Not a great deal. hut some
Ile attributed the lack ol any
major problems on Murndtiy o ;0v:ince
inloi
um concerning the cli ism’: of
the liris
A representatise of Roehhelen
1-1112inecring. Inc . ts Inch a ill huild the
Re,. Conic! said last wick that the emploec parking lot at the k orngr rn East
San ( ai los and 1’1011h sheet, sunlit’
also close NIonda I [rase \ cr. the la
cilitx. is hirli hold, 91 trus. remains
open

Sources that low -income groups con
stilt a ith or health care, such as spirt
maims, healers and herbalists and
I (nil %ass to make health recruit nien
dations to these indis ’duals within
their frame)), ork ol beliefs. she said
once the multicultural project is
cirmpleted. the graduate student, :ind
prolessttrs who participate should has e
ilea perspective into health -related
%attics and behavioral patterns ol ethnic :ind racial minority populations.
Ross said.

ADVERTISE
IN THE
SPARTAN DAILY

CV ALL YOU

Dai y sta I photographer

According to figures gis en by Orhach. the Fourth Street garage holds
.1(4) cars. the Sesenth Street garage
hold, 2.(M) cars and the 10th Street facility holds 2.2(4) cars

Mani:

S.J. consu
moves hal
to fairgrou
I ’PAGES 4 &
Only Lowenbrau is brewed in the world’sgreat beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOVVENBRAU.
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Folk dance
Lively night
at family-oriented
Turkish event
PAGE 3

Sticky song
Matthew Sweet’s
debut LP contains
a few goodies
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Pandora’s Box

Music

Clarke’s album
soothing to soul
(dal Ise does a fair rendition of
JOhlirl,11
fit (
For easy listening jazz, for the Stevie Wonder’s "Overjoyed. yet
music to paint a picture with your the guitar solo toward the end upsets
emotions and then to etch in your the steady heat that was established
mind, look or Stanley Clarke’s from the first measure
The guitar solo eshibits fine
album "Ilideaw ay."
Some ol jails most influential musicianship, hut it just doesn’t bemusicians such as Herhie Hancock. long.
"My Love, My Inspiration."
Stanley Jordon. Angela Bolin and
Stewart Copeland can whet the lis- is a slow, melodic, somewhat slidtening appetites of any jgut enthu- ing attempt to feel out every emosiast. This mixture can only mean tion by the saxophonist
Clarke establishes a great melserendipity.
ody, hut doesn’t show much emotion. The melody doesn’t grow, it
stagnates.
At first it seems as it it’s going
to go somewhere, hut it doesn’t lead
anywhere.
"Where do we go" sounds
"poppish-jazz." The chords mount
up emotions hut just stand still.
The lyrics show no meaning,
yet Bolills voice compensates for
that. She has strong control of each
For those who are not into note she hits, and guides herself
tunes
jazz, the album does play
comfortably through each octave.
which elicit a catchy. danceable
"The Boys or Johnson Street"
rhythm.
is the second hest song after "HideThe title song "Hideaway" is away . ’
the hest cut. Its continuous music
Clarke creates a funky bass
keeps the listener’s emotions stable. sound that makes one get up and
relaxed, able to enjoy the flow of dance. For those who are more semusic. Clarke’s sensitive guitar riffs date, it could produce a lively snap
will further put the listener’s mind of the fingers.
at ease.
With Hancock lending a hand
The song seems to he about a with his own brand of "technospirit wanting to break free front jazz," Clarke may have composed
whatever holds it.
the piece hut Hancock makes it.
Through the guitar’s expressOverall the album shows the
ion the spirit smells and tastes free- excellent musicianship on the part
dom. Though it seenis as if the spirit of Clarke and his buddies.
never finds finds freedom, the guiThe album shows the expresstar solo after the bridge tells you ion of Clarke’s emotions via the
that it is still lookine.
music, which is the essence of jazz.

"Hideaway’ seems to
be about a spirit
wanting to break free
from whatever holds
it.

Is entertainment an oasis in a bleak and ugly world?
world ot entertainment
The
is a haven. We are amused
by hands, comedians, movies. then we drive home, feed the
dog and go to bed .
But how can we led l safe in
this soh and cozy world when
there is so much that is bleak?
Victoria Principal can have a
2h -week dream on "Dallas" to
how to
alleviate a problem
make Patrick Dully come back to
but in the real world we
life
have to deal with tedious, daily
rigors.There are, simply put,
more pertinent issues than episodes of "Dallas.
At the same time Principal
sweetly tells us that her last year
was merely a dream, men in Adzona are beaten with hot dogs.
The owner of a truck -stop
cafe was whacked on the head
with the American favorite when
his customer felt that the chili dog
had been taken out of the microwave before it was completely
heated. The matter was taken to
court.
The defendant implored.
"How could you hurt someone
vith a chili dog’?" To prove his
point, he began heating himself
over the head with the court exhibit. spewing chili and onions all
over the court clerk.
The Arizona justice of the
peace fined the man $4.90 and
said. "You can’t go around hitting people with hot dogs."
We are participants of a
tense and hostile society. Our national food has been used as a
weapon.
There is more ugliness
around us.
In the Miss Thailand World
’86 beauty paeeant. there were

Entertainer

Say
Uncle!

The Entertainer
supplement is an
arts/entertainment guide that
appears each Thursday in
the Spartan Daily.

Shelly O’Day

nasty goings-on.
Unhappy runners-up stole
the winner’s tiara and crowned
their own choice for queen.
That wasn’t all. After surviving the stolen tiara incident, the
winner walked down the aisle as
the orchestra played the pageant
theme song.
Suddenly the dejected "alsorans’ stampeded toward her trying to rip off her victory sash.
A cold hot dog annoys a customer and losers of beauty contests feel hurt and dejected at losing. It makes sense.
The emotions and reactions
are real. Only the display is unacceptable.
Here is another example of
someone losing their cool:
A Florida man was so fnistrated with his bank that he
plowed his truck through the glass
doors.
The inside portion of the
hank was closed and the drive-in
teller wouldn’t give him money.
There was a lengthy discussion
whether a check had cleared or
not.
When he asked to close his
account because of the hassle he

was getting, the teller told hint to
see the manager. However, the
hank was closed.
He must have felt that there
was no other alternative.
Witnesses said the man
crashed through the glass -front
doors into the bank with his 2 year-old daughter riding with
him
He then hacked the truck out
of the hank, parked it in the lot
and strolled into the hank to talk
to the manager.
When police arrived. the
man was sitting comfortably at
the manager’s desk.
The damage caused w esti
mated at more than $7.0110 and
damage to the truck was about
$1,000. The man was charged
with criminal mischief.
"This is a story of a guy who
just plain had had it with the sy
tern.’’ said the police officer who
handled the case. "I guess we can
all sympathize with him. hut
boort-Lilly, we don’t drive through
banks."
Though we would love to
drive through banks, slap people
with cold weenies and assume a
winner’s position as our own, we
can’t. Society says no.
So. we are held waiting in
lines for cold food while winners
of beauty contests weep and tell
us "how lovely everyone is,
really lovely. love you all! (kiss.
kiss. kiss).
All we can really do is fantasize about being nasty. Deviant
behavior shouldn’t he condoned,
but don’t ya love it?!
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer editor. Pandora’s Box
appears every Thursday in the
Entertainer.
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Turkish groups perform lively dances
Musicians play ’limping’ rhythms and folk melodies

Abraham Haile Daily
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Hy Shelly O’Day
The colorful. swirling
itimes, lively dances and the musi,
brought an often overlooked land’s
culture to life.
Bordering Asia and Europe.
Turkey has been ruled by almost
every major political power on earth
and its culture is a varied and rich
one.
Not only was last weekend’s
Second Annual Balkan & Turkish
Folklore Night a learning experience, hut it was fun too.
Different groups, such a, the
Greek Hellenic Dancers. and the
SJSU Turkish Folklore & Tourism
Club donned beautiful costumes and
danced.
The women wore their hair in
long braids. They wore flouney
kirts with aprons and many wore
Thin), . clanking jewelry. The men
wore baggy trousers and cotton
shirts.
There was a solo performance
hv Nancy Rose. Her dance depicted
r conversation with a fictitious man.
I ler facial expressions told the audience exactly what the man would
il.lve said if he had actually been
there.
She was graceful and strew
!lowers during her dance. Using
flowers closely paralleled her fluttering dance style.
However, the next group. the
Hellenic Dancers, didn’t appreciate
the flowers. One of the female
dancers slipped on the petals. But
instead of accepting her fall gracefully, she became very upset. Her
mood stilted the rest of the dances
the group performed.
A man in the group got out ol
step. hut, instead of becoming
upset. he laughed aloud, which

Nancy Rose moves gracefully through the Turkistani Dance

dancing was plenty of fun even with
mistakes.
The event was family oriented.
Members ol the audience were encouraged to clap. hoot and holler.
The SJSE club performed
dances from v :mous regions in Turkey Many of them were lively aggressive dances which were professionally performed.
The lav ish costumes changed
in accordance w Mt the dillerent re
gion the dancers were depicting.
A dance from the Kars region.
near Russia, was not as upbeat is
some of the other pieces. hut it it as
as effective.
The women wore white silk
dresses with still skirts Ii seemed
if
they were figures on top of a
as
iewelry ho
The men scooted

flyuklu. in his director’s notes.
stated. "Our roots are the music,
folklore and world view which we
share. Tonight, we ins tie you toed
ehrate. for our tree has blossomed
and brought forth fruit in America

GREAT
DEALS
ALL WEEK
LONG
MUMMY

The event was family
oriented. Members
of the audience were
encouraged to clap,
hoot and holler.
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TUESDAY
around on tipp) -toe. They glided t.
if ice-skating.
Yildiray Ertlener demonstrated
Balkan and Turkish music. His informal style and knowledge of the
subject made the music’s homeland
seem less distant.
He explained that rythms in the
music were called limping rhihnis
because the meters were either in
seven -eighths or nine -eighths time
To demonstrate this he began count
ing and limping across the stage.
Though he said it was simply
for demonstration, the piece Erdener played was one of the best all
night. It was a poetic song about a
man in search of a lovely woman.
Bill Cope, Dan Auvil and Michael Lawson played many variations of Turkish music. They were.
all three. versatile musicians, playing different styles of music from
the different regions in Turkey.
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Trio plays and sings Bulgarian music at the Second Annual Balkan and Turkish Folklore Night
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Stele Zogg tosses a Boccie Ball in the Italian Festival while his father. Jack, and friends \like Cross, left, and Kay Zanella, right, look on

John Linda,
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By Paula Ray Christiansen
Mama Mia, now that’s Italian.
By noon at least 15.000 people
had passed through the gates and
entered a little Italy as the Italian
American Festival celebrated its
10th anniversary last weekend at the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
"We came all the way from
Fresno for this so you know it’s
gotta he good, said George Annaz
from Clo% is.
’’1-arts -three of us came down
on the bus, we come every year and
we weren’t about to miss it." his
wife Betty added.
They were eating pasta and
chicken cacciatore in the shade.
while the San Jose Community
Opera Theatre performed on one of
the bandstands.
A clown wandered by in tattered clothing, expertly made-up,
carrying balloons.
"Are you Italian?" someone
yelled from the crowd.
"Am I Italian? Of course Im
Italian!" He was a third generation
Italian clown.the clown said.
The festival was held at the
fairgrounds because of construction
in downtown San Jose where it has
been held since 1977. Volunteers
said they still expected a large turnout because "we are a proud people. as Steph Fiore. booth tender

for the Young Italians put it.
dollars and lire, Italian monies.
Fiore said they hoped to see at
There were 30 booths repleast 150,((X) people come to the resenting specialties from different
festival. "We’re a little worried that regions of Italy. Calamari, pizra.
we may lose a few visitors because pasta, and calzone could be smelled
we moved this year, but last year we from far outside the festival gates.
had over 200,000 people come
Several events were scheduled
out," she said.
including a Street Dance on SaturIt is also the first year that there day night and an outdoor Mass Sunwas a SI admission fee for the festi- day
morning. Contests were
val. "and that could cost us a few planned for hest costume and best
people," she said.
booths and tarantella dancing.
Festival chairman John DeVinThe Italian -American Bicencenzi said they may continue to hold tennial Association grew out of San
the festival at the fairgrounds in the Jose’s bicentennial celebrations in
future if the crowd is as large as it 1976 and was supposed to exist for
has been in years past.
only two years. However, it now
The event is the result of hard has over 2.600 members and is
work by many volunteers of the Ital- going strong, Figone said.
ian American Heritage Foundation
There was continuous enterat 425 N. Fourth St, San Jose, led
-Italby DeVincenzi, a professor of art at tainment and Italians and non
alike joined in the fun. Pride
ians
SJSt..
people
DeVincenzi has visited Europe was rampant among these
sang.
and has spent 2 one -year-long sab- and many of the booth tenders
yelled and caroused with passersbatical leaves there.
Debra Figone, public relations by’..
"This is great. said Lew
director for IAHF said. "One of his
sabbatical projects was to study and Cresci, a fourth generation Italian
record the festivals of Europe as an who was spending his 30th birthday
at the festival.
art form...
"People are loud and obnoxThis was clearly reflected in
ious, music’s playing It’s like my.
the designing of the booths.
The booths were converted family . ’[his is Italian!" he said.
into mock Italian "Ristorantes" gesturing with his hands to the peowith signs advertising prices in both ple around him.

Rosalie ’Eurturici gestures in Italian with a wine glass in her liuiul

Photographs
by
Abraham Haile

president of II Ristorante Di Palenta. shows Johann Davis, 4. bon to play the accordian
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Opening rings at opera

Victory

Puccini’s Comedy, Gianni Schicchi, outshines Tragedy
By Marj Martin
The opening night of Opera
San Jose’s I 9gb-I987 season got off
to a resounding start Saturday.
when Puccini’s Suor Angelica and
Gianni Schicchi played before a full
house
San Jose Councilwoman. Shirley Lewis, opened the gala occasion
with a thank -you to the opera’s
founder. Irene Mts.
Dail.. a San Jose native and
world. Limon,, do a. has been instrumental in establishing the opera
through her ;lit illation with San Jose
State Um% ersity
After her retirement in 1977.
Dabs became a professor of music
at SJSU. creating the forerunner at
Opera San Jose. the SJSU Opera
Wiwkshop.
Saturday’s double hill began
with the tragedy. Suor Angelica. Eilana Lappalainen sang the part of
Angelica. a memher of the royal
family exiled to a convent.
The Princess. sung by Linda
Kessel. forced her to sign away her
right to the rot al tortune and then

Entertainment
Briefly
Mini strips
Julie Bennett

Daily stall photographer

Excited 49’er fan Eddie Money performs during halftime at
the Indianapolis Colts game. Money said he was lucky to be at
are usually sold out. Perhaps his enthuthe game they
siasms helped lift the 49’ers as they Whooped the Colts. 35-14.

Books

Confused cleric

S FANIFORD, Conn.
"Beetle Bailey’’ creator. Mort
Walker is leading a petition
drive among his colleagus to
do something about shrinking
comic strips in the nation’s
newspapers.
"It’s like drawing a
comic strip on the head of a
pin." Walker said.

informed her that her child had
died.
Sum. Angelica eventually committed suicide, hut not before she
was liirgiven by the Mother Mary
Sitar Angelica was sung in Italian with English subtitles.
Subtitles tor operas are one of
’Jails’ most important contributions
to American opera.
The second opera. the comedy
Gianni Schicchi, was sung in English.
The lord of the manor is dying
however. lus cousins. nieces and
nephew, rejoice in the background.
But. lo and behold, the dead
moans will lett nothing to the [milt Gianni Schicchi was called in to
instigate changing the will. Settle chi’s part was sung with high good
humor by Phillip Olds.
The supporting cast members
were hilarious, especially the pregnant niece.
It is worth attending this series
just to see and hear Gianni Schicchi.
SJSU continues to support the
opera with the Opera Workshop on

campm The workshop serves as a
training ground for singers who
want lii become professionals.
Opera San Jose auditions -S1S1.1 students on a regular basis.
David Rohrbaugh, the music
director and principal conductor of
the Opera San Jose is a faculty
member at the university.
The associate conductor and
music administrator. Barbara Day
Turner, is also from SJSU’s music
department.
Opera San Jose is particularly
proud of the tact that it has never
had a deficit Since its beginning as
SJSU Opera Workshop. they have
been able to pay all hills and main taut an aelike outreach program to
help community school children
participate in opera actit Me,
The Montgomery Theater Series
will continue with Suor Angelica
and Gianni Schicchi. Saturday and
Sunday and Oct. 18 and 19.
Le Nolte di Figaro will play
Feb. 2/4, March I. b. 7. 14 and 15.

KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS
at
L.A. ROCKS

The "Committee for
Limiting the Site Reduction of
Feature," plans to formally
make its proposal Oct AI .

Updike’s book is heavy but good

Do-good rock

The Associated Press
when Dale Kohler arrives in his ofBe aware. John Updike’, 12th fice.
is
sery
Version,’’
novel. "Roger’s
Kohler is a relatively young
heavy going, although it can be re- computer whiz who honestly bewarding for those who stay its lieves that he can prove the exiswordy course.
tence of God by using a computer.
Set in an unnamed NortheastHe wants Roger to help him
ern city, the tale is related by Roger get funding for such a project and
Lamben, a former cleric who fell Roger agrees although he !whew,.
from grace when he divorced his "A God you could prove makes Me
wile to wed a woman 14 years whole thing immensely, oh. whine
younger than himself.
resting."
Now that Roger is about 52.
Soon. Kohler shows that he
the passion he and his second wife has other interests also on his mind
once fell for each other has long He and Roger’s wile begin an affair
since cooled.
and Roger himself take, up with a
He teaches at a divinity school repugnant
yet tasemat mg to hint
where he parades "sequential moyoung woman.
ments at the obdurately enigmatic
All of this makes liir an interearly history of Christianity before esting story. However. Updike risks
classrooms 01 the hopeftd the de- losing all hut the most determined
there are reader with his overly heat t inch]
luded. and the docile
more fraudulent ways to earn a liv- sion in the text of religious hisiort .
ing."
computer arcana, and extensit e tie Roger is in a nit. But his quiet. tailing of practically anything :nut
gray world is given a mighty jolt everything that can he detailed.

INDIANAPOLIS
Quiet Riot and other rock ’n’
rollers famous for head -hanging music are turning out messages to help keep their fans
trom being hanged up in automobile accidents. They were
asked to perform for Indiana’s
campaign to "buckle tip."

Soviet congrats
Ills ANG1.1 LS
A
Sot lei 01 tidal has sent a cablegram congratulating NBC
or the miniseries "Peter the
( ;real."

50v KAMIKAZES
DRAFT BEER $2.75/pitcher
WATER TOWER
PLAZA
CAMPBELL

The show is the tirst
American production ey er
filmed in the Soviet I’Mon.
Entertainment Briefly
is compiled from Spartan
Daily wire services.
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The new rock wave
in the South Bay
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Calendar

!Youth Yell

Music
The San Jose Symphony Orchestra is scheduled to perform
at 14:30 p.m., tomorrow and Saturday at the San Jose Center for
the Performing Ans. Call 298 BASS for tickets and 298-2300
lOr more information.
Tripos Jimmie is scheduled
to play Saturday at the Laundry
Works in San Jose
Events
"Night of the Demon,

scheduled to he performed by
Community players of Los
Gatos-Saratoga, tomorrow at the
Saratoga Civic Theater, 13777
Fruitvale Ave. Call 2h8-1777 for
ticket information.
Art
Paul Johnson and Wanda
Walden, will he showing their
orks iii the Student Union Gal through Nos . 7. Call 277I for more inkirmation.
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pub sounds continue as "Youth In Asia" wail to the crowd. The group played last week

)

Album’s loud on politics
B.% Daii Kier
It’s loud, driving, minimalist
rock ’n roll with a message. It’s
rhythm metal that is meant to he
played loud.
This odd cross between the
Clash and the Stray Cats is Easterhouse’s new album, "Contenders" on CBS’s Rough Trade label.
The English group utilizes a
rather repetitive, downbeat, and
non-innovative sound.
The critical, yet poetic lyrics.
are by far the strongest component
of this off-beat album.
The lyrics are influenced by
the left-wing socialist culture of
England. The hand’s sound is influenced by late ’70s English punk
hands with a hint of The Doors
sneaking in on a few tracks.
The lyrics of Andy and Ivor
Perry are those of hard, a Celtic
poet, discontent with his home land.
Each song is a different, sad tale ol
confusion. desperation, lost hopes
and revolution.
The lyrics expose the corrup
tion of political and personal ideoi,
gies. The band is not calling for .t
revolution but is instead calling I.
a higher social conciousness allow
false dreams manufactured by gos
ernments.
The song "Ninteen Sr’ !
Nine" is a prime example ol
these critical lyrics.
You have to draw the line
Sometime
And! drays- the line
At Labours house trained ’.11h

angry, sad and abrasive.
They blast government, political parties. western ideology, work.
and the rich. "The Boy Can Sing"
deals with political apathy.
I want to tell you what TIT
learned;
This system’ s a birch
With whores for it S lovers
If you want to get on bend over
In contrast to the lyrics, the music
falls into the same trap so many new
wave and punk hands have fallen
into: it is too repetitious.
Si) many hands today are creating a metallic guitar sound against
a constant bass and primal drum
heat.
Easterhouse creates some new
and complex rythms but they are
onl \ shrouded in distortion of gui
tars .inti overly dominant drums

/

IN
ll
.

Yet not all ol the songs are entirety
noise.
"The Boy Can Sing" is a
catchy metallic ballad not lost in
distortion.
"Lenin In Zurich is a rather
slow sardonic song about Lenin’s
life and work.
"Nineteen Sixty Nine" has a
’60s rock sound that captures the
mood and sound of Jim Morrison.
singer or The Doors.
The saving grace of these
songs is that the lyrics can he heard
over the music.
Buy the album if your tastes
run along the lines of progressive
English rock, if you enjoy highly
critical lyrics, and you don’t mind
an album with little variance of musical sound.

With this coupon
EXPIRES 9-22-86
I coupon Per Person
:8 V e. !!! 0

.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Oct.11th Bavarian Dance Evening
Oct 18th Oktoberfest
Oct. 25th Oktoberfest
Oct. 26th Olctoberfest
Enjoy Bauer/non Folk Dancing
and Live Altaic

,
Otrinanta.
.10ocifiurg
Von
.
261 N. Second St., San Jose
For more information, call (408) 295-4484

III

Sail Jose Civic Light Opera
Iffesents

Mervyn’s Student Performance
Series

"THIRSTY THURSDAYS"
ARE HERE!

FOLLIES!
JAN. 29

DON’T MISS THE ACTION!

2 for 1 Drink Specials
Well-Draft -Wine

THE BEST
LITTLE
WHOREHOUSE
IN TEXAS

75 Kamikazes

THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
MAY 7

MAR. 19

/1/.-

The lowest form of hypocrite
Who talk but when the chips are
down
Stay loyal to their king and (701471.
Every song on "Contender"
deals with worldly political prohlems.The political message is relentless and well presented. The
writers are obviously students of
Marx and Lenin. The songs are

50 UNIVERSITY AVE.
OLD TOWN
LOS GATOS
354-HOPP

CHARGE BY PHONE:
(408) 971-1212
Or

A

1111

in person at 18 Paseo de San Antonio
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Music

Filler tunes and sloppy pop
mar Sweet’s debut album
41 WIWI 1 cdtt,11

His name is Sweet, and some
of his music lives up to that sugary
surname.
"Inside." the debut album by
young British singer. Matthew
Sweet, is a hannless offering, full
of simple pop-rock that, on certain
tunes, sounds pretty good.
CBS Records has offered no
information on Sweet nor his musical background. which is curious.
since the album is really nothing to
he embarrassed about. Singers with
less talent have been showered with
media attention at the release of
their albums i Pia /admit. Sonny
Bono, Andy Gibb.
Luckily. Sweet has nothing in
common with them He serves as
both singer and songwriter or every
song on the album and has a fairly
impressive vocal range.
The greatest chance for airplay.
comes on "Quiet Her." a pleasant
formula-pop song.
Except toe a lame attempt at a
guitar solo mid -song. the tune has a
Bryan Adams feel, right down to
get that girl" lyrics
the
And I will quiet her
Tell her the wordy the needs to hear
And I won’t be left tin the battlefront
I love
I’ll he getting lo with the
Another chance for pop success comes on "Blue Fools." in

Pop Tops
The following are Bill hoard’s hot record hliS a,s they
appear in Billboard magazine.
HOT SINGLES
I. "When I Think of
You" Janet Jackson ( A&M )
2. "Don’t Forget Me"
lass Tiger (Manhattan)
3. "Two of Hearts" Stacey Q (Atlantic)
4. "Throwing It All
A way ’ Genesis ( Atlantic )
5. "Typical Male" Tina
Turner (Capitol)
h. "Stuck With You"
Huey Lewis & The News"
(Chrysalis)
7.
"Heartbeat" Don
Johnson (Epic)
8. "Fnends and Lovers"
Carl Anderson & Gloria Loring (Carteret
9. "True Colors" Cyndi
I .auper (Portrait)
10. "Dreamtime" Daryl
I lall (RCA)
II. "All Cried Out" Lisa
Lisa & Cult Jam with Full
Force (Columbia)
12. "Heaven in Your
Eyes" Loverboy (Columbia)
13. "I Didn’t Mean to
Turn You On" Robert Palmer
(Island)
14. "Missionary Man"
Eurythmics (RCA)
IS. "A Matter of Trust"
Billy Joel (Columbia)

sshicli Sweet’s sound has an eerie
resemblance to such ’hOs British
hands as Gerry and the Pacemakers
and Herman’s Hermits.
It’s a nice, medium-paced pop
tune that seems to sigh at the
thought of being in puppy love.
Marin* into one tanotherA
green pools
We’re a coupla’ blue fools

Sweet took a lesson from the
Harlem Globetrotters, recording his
album in live differnt locations, including studios in England, New
York . California and Massachussetts
Guest vocalist Aimee Mann of
Boston -based ’Til Tuesday joins
Sweet on the album’s worst song.
"This Above All," is a plodding
tune that is worsened by Mann’s
wailing.
Cunously, "Watch You Walking’’ has the same mysterious quality that made ’Tit Tuesday’s
’Voices Carry’’ a top-I0 hit.
It’s a slow -moving tune that
features Sweet sounding almost like
a disembodied being. At times, he
try% to mimic Psychedelic Furs lead singer Richard Butler, as he does on
"I a)ve I Trusted."
But on "Watch You Walking," he achieves the most unique,
and least bubble gum pop. sound on

the album. Its a haunting song that
shows lots of promise for Sweet.
But that promise Is nowhere to
he found on songs like "By Herself." where he resorts to cheap
echo effects which really aren’t
needed.
The tune jumps out with a
quick start -and -stop guitar. but is
soon drowned in twanging electnc
guitar and echo effects. Guest vocalist Valerie Simpson of Ashford
and Simpson gets lost, too.
Sweet also flunks with some of.
his lyrics, which end up making him
sound like a "Star Search" loser.
On the 110s -flavored "Brotherhood." it seems as if he’s trying
to find something to rhyme.
Tell me how you liel about
brotherhood
h.% a word I never understood
"Until now" is repeated over and
over until you find yourself trying to
conic up with different words. "We
Lose Another Day" is nothing hut
album filler with about three chord
changes in the entire song.
’Inside’’ isn’t a had effort, it’s
kind of hit-and-miss. When Sweet
is on, he can get your feet moving
and the volume turned up on the stereo. hut when he’s off, Sweet’s
music is like eating a lemon - -sour.
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Sri Chinmoy performs a peace concert. The Indian spiritualist, who played music last week at the Civic Center, believes
that inner and world peace begin with the individual.
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WIDI SPECIAL GUEST

THURSDAY
NIGHT
LADIES NIGHT
5 Drinks 75c ea.
(Selected Drinks Only)

Tuesday Nights: Fashion Shows
Wednesday Nights: Bar Shots, Tap Beer,
Wine ALL 750
750 Pruneyard, Campbell

371-3801

MONDAY OCT 20 BPM
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUUITOPIUM
IICICETSAVAILABLEAT
BASS SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
AND A S BUSINESS OFFICE
SUM/VANCE SI4 AITHE DOOR
ALL AGES WELCOME

